





TOWN CLERK: JOAN READ - 446-2203
Hours: Tuesday & Thursday 9:00 AM to 2:00 PM
& 4:00 to 6:00 PM or by appointment
TAX COLLECTOR: CHARLOTTE H, PRATT - 847-3029
Hours: Thursday 1:00 to 3:00 PM or by appointment
TOWN OFFICE: 446-3326 FAX 446-7770
Monday 7 PM to Close of Business - SELECTMEN'S MEETING
Wednesday 10:30 AM to 2:30 PM Secretary available
STODDARD RECYCLING & TRANSFER STATION
Hours: Saturday & Sunday, 9:00 AM to 4:00 PM
June through Labor Day - Wednesday 1 :00 to 4:00 PM
POLICE: MUTUAL AID -352-1 100
FIRE & RESCUE: MUTUAL AID - 352-1 100
FIRE WARDEN: BURNING PERMITS
Joseph Sarcione, Warden - 446-7 1 44
Lewis Clark, Deputy Warden - 446-3480
Patricia Lamothe, Deputy Warden - 446-7430
ANIMAL CONTROL:
Joan Zelasny - 446-7502 or 446-3302
LIBRARY HOURS:
Thursday - 7:00 to 9:00 PM & Saturday - 9:30AM to 1 0:30AM
STODDARD CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Meetings as needed -To be posted
STODDARD HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Meet third Monday of Apri 1, June, August & October - 7:30 PM at the
Town Hall, wi 11 be posted.
STODDARD PLANNING BOARD
Meet first Tuesday of month at the Town Hal 1 - 7:00 PM
Anyone wishingahearingby the PlanningBoa^dshouldcontact
Pat Putnam 446-7 104
STODDARD SCHOOL BOARD
Meet second Tuesday of the month at 4:00 PM at the
James M. Faulkner Elementary School.
Anyone who wishes toappeart)efore theBoardshouid, ifpossible, contact the
Chairmana weel<priorso thatyournamemaybeplacedon theAgenda.
BOARD MEMBERS:
Mary Eaton - AA^-ZAA2
Brenda Howard - A^-1AA&
Cheryl Wood - 446-3679
STODDARD CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
Opens last Sunday of June through August - Services begin 1 0:00 AM
STODDARD ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Hearings when needed - to be posted






FOR THE YEAR ENDING
DECEMBER 31, 1995
FRONT COVER:
First cruiser owned by the Town of Stoddard. Taken at Island Pond boat launch,
1995.
There arereaJly only three types ofpeople: those who make thingshappen, those
who watch thingshappen, andthose who say. Whathappened?
AnnLanders
The 1 995 Stoddard Town Report Is dedicated to Donald Curry. Don suffered a
stoke in early 1995 making it innpossibleforhim to reside in his home hereon
Old Forest Road. In January 1989 he lost his house to fire. The generosity of
residents were able to rep'ace the material loss with a new home on Old Forest
Road.
He had been an active presence in Stoddard since he arrived here In the late
1 930's. He served as road agent, sexton, overseer of the poor, town barn
attendant, town hall janitor, and liquor agent. Many of us miss seeing him out for
his daily walk. Tough on the outside, but tender and caring inside, aptly
describes Donald,
Don's spirits are very good. He is enjoying living in Maine but definitely misses
his home and friends here in Stoddard. If you would like to write him, his new
address is:
Donald Curry
Falmouth by the Sea
1 9 1 Foreside Road Room 306
Falmouth, Me 04105
Thanks Don for your years of service!
Goodcharacter ismore tobepraised tiian outstanding talent Most talents are,
to some extent agift GoodcJiaracter.tiycontast, isnotgiventous Wehave to
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SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECK LIST
Barbara Jones, Chairperson Term expires 2000
Kathleen Pignataro Term expires 1998
Priscilla Holland Term expires 1996
PLANNING BOARD
Patricia Campbell, Chairperson Term expires 1 996
Priscilla Holland Term expires 1996
Mark Krider Term expires 1997
Harry Power Term expires 1997
JaneAbert Term expires 1998
Frances Rumrill Term expires 1998
Patricia Putnam. Secretary
CEMETERY COMMISSION
Frances Rumrill Term expires 1 998
Alan Rumrill Term expires 1997
Dorothy (Betty) Weaver Term expires 1996
SEXTON
Gordon Garnett Term expires 1996
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
(by Appointment)
Beverly Power, Chariperson
Larry Howard, Gerald Pel letier,











John Lightbody, Jr., JoAnne Carr, Phyllis Sawyer, Alan Rumrill
OVERSEER OF PUBLIC WELFARE
Selectmen
REPRESENTATIVE TO THE GENERAL COURT
William A (Bill) Riley
Nelson
SELECTMEN'S NARRATIVE
Unlike the federal government, Stoddard balanced Us budget in 1995 and
ended the year with a surplus of $2,936. This is the first time we have
had a surplus balance in many years. This balance, although small,
reflects a great deal of work. The Selectmen and Officers of the Town
have initiated many changes over the last three years that have helped us
attain this goal. This year we did not borrow any money on tax
anticipation loans. As recent as 1990, we spent $30,31 1.00 on interest
for such loans. Three years ago all the bookkeeping was done manually.
We are now utilizing the computer for all our bookkeeping. This has saved
us many hours and headaches. Now we have a more in-depth view of where
the money is, what we have paid, and what still needs to be paid. This
information is now available in minutes, making our job much easier. In
the "Detail Statement of Payments" this year, you will see the monies
spent on Roads, by Road. These are just a few of things that have help us
pull out of the deficit.
This year many people decided to put their property into Current Use. This
made the "Net Valuation on which Tax is Computed" drop by $1,167,778!
That's right One million. One hundred sixty-seven thousand. Seven hundred
seventy-eight dollars! This had a huge impact on our tax rate. This year
we have included a new report listing all properties assessed under
Current Use. This report indicates what properties are receiving an
additional 20^ reduction in assessed value because the property is
available for "Recreational Use"
While our overall 1995 budget was down from 1994, we had an increase in
our tax rate of 29 cents. This increase plus went to the County. They
shifted a large portion of the fledicare Reimbursement to Capital
Reserves, instead of using it to reduce property taxes. The tax rate
breakdown reduced; the Town portion by 1 cent , the School portion by
7 cents , and INCREASED the County portion by 37 cents!
This year saw the end of two long legal suits.
Lakefalls Associates, Inc v. Town of Stoddard concerning the
revaluation in 1990. Lakefalls assessed values were ref igured by the
State Assessors. A Court agreement was reached to refund them
$27,321.89 including interest.
The Town of Stoddard v Hill Construction Co., ended with a fina?
judgment for the Town against Hill Construction for $21,871.32. We are
now attempting to collect.
Once again we have unanimously agreed that without the help and support
of Charlotte Pratt, Joan Read, Joan Zelasny, Gloria Harper, Denise Pratt,
Betsy &. Rich Follansbee, Bob Kirker and Rick Francoeur the Town of
Stoddard won't be the same. These people put forth a great effort year-
round to make Stoddard a good home for all of us.
In addition, we would like to thank Harry Power, Casey Hayes, Bob Hardy,
John Secco, Charles Chandler, John Cressy, Paul Dionne for the work they
did on the Transfer Station Committee. They put in many hours and have
put together a presentation that reflects their hard work and dedication.
This is a piece of public property that needs attention. No matter what
the outcome of the Transfer Station (move or stay) the Selectmen agree
that the site needs work. The current building is in sad shape, the fence is
in disrepair and the driveway needs additional work. We have put off
repairing this site in hopes of resolving the issue of where the Transfer
Station should be. We feel that the repair work cannot be put off any
longer. The proposed renovation would make this site suitable for a
variety of uses, and does not necessarily mean an end to the debate about
where the Transfer Station should be.
This year you will notice that we are printing the Trustees of The Trust
Funds Report for both 1994 and 1995. In the process of putting last years
report together we incorrectly reported the Trustees' information. With
the purchase of a new copier this year we are able to reduce the Trustees
Report as it is submitted to us instead of retyping into a smaller format.
We regret any inconvenience the reporting error has caused. Additionally,
we would like to thank the Trustees for their good work, time and effort.
The Trust Funds are making a tidy sum in interest, because of their
efforts.
Sincerely,
Brenda J Bryer John Halter, Chairman Louis GrandPre




To the mhBLbitanis of the To^ra. of Sioddeopi in the County of Cheshire in the State
of Nev Hsonpshire, quisJified id vote in Tovn Affairs:
You are herebj' notified to meet at the ToTi'n Hall in sajd Stoddani on
twelfth (12th) day of Maich 1996 at Eleven (1 1 :00 AM) of the clock in the
forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 11: AM TO 7:Pri.
ART. t : To choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year.
ART. 2: To see if you are In favor of adopting the proposed amendments and
additions to the Community Planning (Zoning) Ordinance as proposed by The
Stoddard Planning Board.
Yon are hereby notified to meet at the Tovn Hall in said Stoddard on Tuesday the
Ninetieth (19th) day of March 1996 at Seven (7:00 PM) of the clock in the evening,
to act upon the foUoving articles 2 through 30.
ART 3: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell by auction
or by advertised sealed bid, or in such other manner as determined by the
Selectmen as justice may require properties acquired by the Town through Tax
Collector's deeds. This authorization in accordance with RSA 80:80 shall remain
in effect until rescinded by a vote of the municipal meeting. (Majority vote
required).
ART 4: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 to be
distributed equally among all the community agencies that have asked. The
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART 5: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $225
for the operation of the Stoddard Conservation Commission. The Conservation
Commission and Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART 6: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $970
for the Lay Monitoring Program. The Conservation Commission and the
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART 7: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1 50
for the Lay Monitoring Program at Robb Reservoir. JiU Fish and the Selectmen
recommend this appropriation.
ART 8: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,600
for the operation and maintenance of the Davis Library. The Library Trustees
and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART 9: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1 1 4,775 to defray Town charges for th^ ensuing year. The Selectmen
recommend this appropriation.
ART 1 0: To see if the Tovn vill vote to change the purpose of the Capital
Reserve Funds established for the purchase of Land and/or Buildings for future
Tovn use to the Transfer Station Renovation Capital Reserve Fund (2/3 vote
required).
ART 1 1 : To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$44,000 to renovate the Stoddard Transfer Station and authorize the withdrawal
of $43,681 plus accruing interest from the Capital Reserve Fund created for
that purpose. The Selectmen and the Transfer Station Committee recommend this
appropriation. (Majority vote required).
ART 1 2: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$50,500 for the operational expenses of the Stoddard Recycling and Transfer
Station. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART 1 3: To see if the Town will vote to establish the Stoddard Fire and Rescue
Department as the Town's official municipal fire and rescue department, to
authorize it to accept gifts in the name of the department, to approve the election
of its officers by the department membership and to authori2e the appointment of
its members by the duly elected chief, pursuant to RSA 1 54:1
.
ART 1 4: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$16,065 for the operating budget of the Stoddard FireSi. Rescue Department for
the ensuing year. The Fire and Rescue Department and the Selectmen recommend
this appropriation.
ART 1 5: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$7,500 for the purchase of a set of "Jaws of Life" for the Rescue Department.
The Fire and Rescue Department and the Selectmen recommend this appro-
priation.
ART ! 6: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$3,000 for Antrim ambulance service for the ensuing year. The Fire and Rescue
Department and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART 1 7: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $25,000 to be
placed in the Capital Reserve for the future purchase of a new front line pumper
to replace the 1 956 FW'O referred to as Ml . The Fire and Rescue Department and
the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART 1 8: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,500 for the operating budget of the Stoddard Fire Warden, for the purchase of
supplies, equipment, meetings, training and Forest Fire bills. The Fire Warden
and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART 1 9: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,000 to install and set up a holding tank for sanitary facilities at the Fire
Station. The Fire and Rescue Department and the Selectmen recommend this
appropriation.
ART 20: To see if the Tovn will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$3,000 for the purchase and installation of four (4) Garage Door Openers at the
Fire Station. The Fire and Rescue Department and the Selectmen recommend this
appropriation.
ART 21: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$5,000 to remove an underground fuel tank at the Fire Station. The Fire and
Rescue Department and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART 22: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,885 as operating budget for the Stoddard Planning Board for the ensuing year.
The Stoddard Planning Board and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART 23: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $693
for membership to the Southwest Region Planning Commission for the ensuing
year. The Stoddard Planning Board and the Selectmen recommend this appro-
priation.
ART 24: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $700
for the operating budget of the Stoddard Zoning Board of Adjustment. The Stoddard
Zoning Board and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART 25: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1 0,525 for the operating budget of the Stoddard Police Department. The
Stoddard Police Department and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART 26: To see if the Town will vote to authorise the Selectmen to continue a
lease agreement established for the purpose of leasing a Police Cruiser for the
Police Department and to raise and appropriate the sum of $7,602 for the Police
Cruiser lease agreement. This lease contains an escape clause. (Majority vote
required). The Stoddard Police Department and the Selectmen recommend this
appropriation.
ART 27: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1 07,800 for winter and summer maintenance, emergencies and planned repair
"of Town roads and bridges. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART 28: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$20,000 to be added to the Shedd Hill Bridge replacement Capital Reserve Fund
established in 1994. The selectmen recommend this appropriation. (Majority
vote required). The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART 29: To see if the Town will authorise the Selectmen to lease property
accepted as a gift, to be used as a Post Office Contract Station.
ART 30: To transact any other business that may legally come before said
meeting.
Given under our hands and seal, this twenty -third day of February
in the year of our Lord, nineteen hundred and ninety six.

























Interest on Tax Anticipation Loans
Total Budged Town Charges
APPROP
SCHEDULE OF TOVH PROPERTY
As of December 31 , 1994
Dsscriptioii:
Town Hall, Land & Building $160,650
Furniture & Equipment 20,000
Library, Land & Building 40,000
Furniture, Books & Equipment 6,000
Police Equipment 11,000
Fire Department, Lend & Building 1 62,350
Equipment 224,500
Fire Department Meadow 5,800
Tovn Barn/Transfer Station 54,900
Equipment 17,000
Historical Society, Land & Building 34,750
Equipment J 0,000
Fire Pond & Meadow 6,550
1834 Lot 2,800
Old Fire Station, Land & Building 30,550
Marina Boat Landing on Highland Lake 6
1
,650
Rte. 123 Boat Landing on Island Pond 91,600
Rte. 1 23 Boat Landing on Highland Lake 29,700
Center Pond Boat Landing 41 ,750
Land/Bldg Old Fore$t Rd 28,350
Faulkner Elementary School, Land & Building 348,500
Furniture & Equipment 50 .000 $1,438,400
Land & Buildings Previously Acquired thru Tax Collectors Deeds:
TM* n9-J3,SLELotB4 6,550 $6,550
Acquired thru Tax collectors Deeds in 1995:
TM* 132-10, IP Lot 150
TM* 110-20,SLELot*93 10.100 $10,250
Total Acquired by Tax Deeds il6 .80Q
Total Properties ovned by the Tovn $1,455,200
TAX RATE - $9.65 per $1 ,000 Valuation
MunicipaJ $2.32 County $2.10 School $5.23












Tttal Taxable Buildi ngs $41 ,964, 1 1
5
Public Utilities 811 .895
Valuation Before Exemptions Allowed $1 1 7,586,1 41
Total Exemptions Allowed 472.800




Year End December 31, 1995
ASSETS
Funds in the Custody of Treasurer
Fleet Bank 36,542.54
Granite Bank 93J32.18
Petty Cash Fund 30.00
Total General Funds on Hand 129,704.72
Uncollected Taxes:
Property Taxes 96,031.24
Unredeemed Liens 40,01 3.82
Other Uncollected
Court Judgment 21,871.32
Total Uncollected 157 . 916.38
Total Assets $287,621.10
LIABILITIES & FUND BALANCE
Contracts Payable
Staples Trucking -Winter Maintenance 1 2,872.37
R/D Construction -Winter Maintenance 2,800.00
Due to School Districts 239,51 9.00
Due Granite Lake Village District 1 ,634.00
Deferred Revenue - Court Judgment 21 .871.52
Total Liabilities 278,696.69
Fund Balance 8.924.41*
Total Liabilites & Fund Balance 1287.621.10
*$5989 Emcumbered for E91 1
.
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SELECTMEN'S STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS - 1995
ELECTION, REGISTRATION & VITAL STATS.










NATIONAL MARKET REPORTS, I
NH CITY & TOWN CLERKS' ASSO





SHERATON INN NORTH CONWAY
STARK AND SON MACHINING
TMS OFFICE MACHINES




























CHESHIRE COUNTY PROBATE CO
CONNECTICUT VALLEY OFFICE t"
CONNECTICUT VALLEY OFFICE ^
CPI PRINTING SERVICE






















NEV/ ENGLAND BUSINESS SERV
NH ASSOCIATION OF ASSESSING
NH MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION
NH MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION
NH TAX COLLECTORS ASSOC!AT I
NH TAX COLLECTORS ASSOCIATI
NYNEX





















































MARL- HARRIS AMBULANCE SEI




MUNICIPAL TRUCK PARTS, INC









SANI SERVA SYSTEM/PJD SEPT
STEPHENS PUBLISHING CO.
STODDARD GAS & GROCERY







ALERT - ALL CORP.
BRADLEY, BURNETT & KINYON
BRADLEY, BURNETT &KINYON
BRADLEY, BURNETT & KINYON
BRADLEY, BURNETT & KINYON
BRADLEY, BURNETT & KINYON





























BRADLEY, BURNETT & KINYON










BRADLEY, BURNETT & KINYON
CURRY PRINTING & OFFICE SUF





















WILLIAM & BARBARA BUCELEV REBATE
WILLIAM HANSON REBATE











































I 993 PLOW/SAND, SAND
1 994 PLOW .'SAND, GRADE, SAND
1 995 PLOW /SAND, GRADE, SAND
1 CULVERT/2 BANDS










50.27 TONS CRUSHED STONE
SWEEP
KING ST 16 LOAD
CHIP SEAL
COLD PATCH/WIRE SCREEN
WASHOUT - STONE & RAKE
WASHOUT CATCH BASIN
75 YDS GRAVEL















Total NORTH SHORE RD
ToUl GRAVEL
REPORT OF THE TOWN TREASURER
1995




Total Receipts from Deputy ColL
ZBA
Fees Received
Total Rocspits from ZBA
Planning Board
Fees, postage, ads, costs, etc.
Total Receipts from Planning Board $ 460.92
Firo Warden
Cobts Recovered










Total Department Receipts $ 4.535.78
Receipts from Other Sources
State of Nh<-Forest Lands Reimburse
State of NH-Hghway Block Grant
State of NH-Revenue Sharing
State of NH-Rooms & Meals
Bank Fees/Costs Recovered
Nefeon R.?bies Qinic Proceeds
highland Com. '95 Franctilse Fee
Stop Payment (for 1994)
Ken's Wiibt 1/2 cost Labor Day fee
Perry Motors-refund on cruser
Sale of Fire/Rescue vehicle
Proceeds of Land Auction
Southwest Region Planning-refund
General Fmds Transfers
Health Dept overr^.sv-iWnt on AGO





















Total Receipts from Other Souices 1,386,033.67
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TOTAL RECEIPTS FROM «LL SOURCES
Beginning Balance January 1, 1995
Total Available All Accounts
Less Selectmen's Orders Paid






Less Selectmen's Orders Paid
Total
Interest barned 1995












See * at bottom of page
36,542.54
Granite Bank "Business Now"













Granite Bank "Repo Agreement"













Copier Receipts Retained as Petty Cash
Beginning Balance
Receipts 1995
Less Deposits to Fleet 1995
Total
Less Cash payments-Flnancicil Administratjon





TOTAL FUNDS AVAILABLE-ALL ACCOUNTS
DECEMBER 31, 1995
* These figures arc u combination or nil inter and intra bantc transfers
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT MS-61












































TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT MS- 61


























REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK
1995
AUTO PERMITS (1,213) $79,587,00
DOG LICENSES ( 223) $ 1,453.00
DOG PENALTIES & FINES $ 241.00
FILING FEES $ 3.00
ZONING ORDINANCES $ 6.00
VITAL STATISTICS $ 310,00
MISC. RECOVERY BAD CHECK $ 368.00
1994 ERROR/DOGS - 13.50
TOTAL AMT. PAID TO TREASURER $81,954.50
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED:
JOAN A. READ- TOWN CLERK
33













Leah Marie Troy R. Prevost
Natalie Elizabeth Robert Haley








MarissaDeanna James D. Goddard Margaret A. Peterborough
(Hannigan)
Molly Ann Anthony W. Mali ska Kelly Ann Keene
(O'Connell)
Sean Taylor Steven A, Phi Ibrick Barbara A, Peterborough
(August)
Neil Taylor Donald J. Robinson Jean M, Peterborough
(Elwell)
Lacy Elizabeth Mark A. Champney LisaD. Peterborough
(Rosin)
Bradley Evan Raymond D, Gale Nancy D. Keene
(Torrey)
DAIE NAME
03-07-95 LeonR. Bugee Florida
03-23-95 E, Carolyn Holmes N.H.
DFATHS
PI ACF OF DEATH BORN FATHFR/MOTHER
Vermont Unobtainable






02-24-95 Robert P. Woods, Jr,
Karen Enright Desrosiers
04-22-95 Donald A Marshall
Donna Jean Rouleau
08-06-95 Dennis A. Clark, Jr.
Sara Grace Sharpe
09-16-95 David Vaillancourt
JoAnn CI ark Monty
09-23-95 Donald R. Holland, Jr,
Kellie R.Blake











status of Trust Funds, Stoddard, NH Jan 1, 1996
Checking Accounts:










The records of the Selectmen, Town Clerk, Tax Collector, Treasurer, Trustee of
Trust Funds, Cemetery Commission, Library Trustee and Boat Permit Agent have
been examined pursuant to RSA:41 .3 1 for the year ending December 31,1 995.
In the opinion of this Auditor, these accounts together with their financial
statements present fairly the financial position for the year end of the Town of
Stoddard. These records also conform with generally accepted accounting
principles applied using the cash basis method.
Verifications notices were sent to a random sampling of unpaid tax bills on
February 12, 1996 with reguest forresponses for incorrect bills only.
Respectfully submitted:
Virginia R. GrandPre, Town Auditor
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STODDARD FIRF & RFSCIJF DFPARTMFNT
In 1 995 we responded to and participated in a total of 1 30 emergency calls and
activities as follows:
* 23rescuecalls ^ 15 training drills
* 7 motor vehicle accidents ^ 12 meetings
^ 23 fire calls ^ 50 radio checks
Since purchasing our new Rescue vehicle we are now better equipped to respond
to any emergency. Having been outfitted with 4 wheel drive, increased lighting,
power generators, and other advanced equipment, this vehicle gives us the
capability to effectively handle any rescue/medical situation which may arise.
As of July 1 , 1 995 E9 1 1 telephone service was in effect throughout the state.
All calls are now routed through Concord to the appropriate dispatch unit
(Keene). All information is brought up on a screen there which provides the
facility to direct assistance to the proper location of the Incident involved.
Last year we constructed a training building at the town Transfer Station to help
further our fire fighting techniques. We appreciate all the donated time and
materials that were required to finalize this project.
We would 1 ike to thank al I the townspeople and selectmen for their support and
appreciation of our services during the past year. Our goal as a department is to
keep up with current state regulations and the latest fire and rescue service
technologies.
Our most pressing need, at the moment, is for additional volunteers to assist in
the protection of Stoddard's people and properties, and to provide adequate rescue
capabilities as needed.
Respectfully submitted:
Brian Cahill, Chief Joe Sarclone, Deputy Chief
PJ. Lamothe, Rescue Captain Wal ly Weaver, Captain
Dean Landal e, Lieutenant
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FOREST FIRF WARDEN
In calendar year 1995, our three (3) leading causes of fires were Children,
Non-Permit fires not properly extinguished and Smoking Materials.
Violations of RSA 224:27 II, the fire permit law and the other burning laws of
the State of New Hampshire, are misdemeanors punishable by fines of up to
$2,000 and/or a year in jail. Violators are also liable for all fire suppression
costs.
To aid your Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department and State Fire Officials, contact
your local Warden or Fire Department to find out if a permit is required. This
also helps to prevent un-necessary response to a control led burn.
1995 Fire Statistics
Forest Ranger Reported Fires Fires Reported by County














555 Rockingham 1 06
Strafford 78
26,165 Sullivan 18
Local communities and the State share the cost of suppression on a 50/50 basis.
The State of New Hampshire operates 15 fire towers, 2 mobile patrols and 3
contract aircraft patrols. This early detection and reports from citizens aid the
quick response from the local fire departments.
Respectfully submitted:
Joseph Sarcione, Forest Fire Warden




Totals of Complaints Received
Category of Comnlaints Received Totals





















































1995 was a busy year for the Police Department, accidents, juvenile and
domestic issues continue to take up a large percentage of our time. In 1996 I
hope to Increase our visibility by doing more patrols to deter burglaries and
thefts. Also, speed enforcement will be stepped up.
48
The Police Department has met all the certifications and training mandated by the
Police Standards and Training Council. We have been very active and successful
in our criminal andDWI cases. Wehavecasespending that are being investigated
jointly with other agencies.
In June of 1995 the Police Department received its first cruiser. Our 1995
Ford Bronco, with its 4x4capabilities, serve the towns climate and terrain welt.
We are pleased with its performance and serves our needs well.
I would lil<e to again thanl< the townspeople for their continued support and
assistance over the past year. I would also like to thank Officer Donald Fleming,
Joan Zelasny and the Stoddard Fire & Rescue for their cooperation and dedication.
Respectfully submitted
David Vaillancourt, Constable/Police Chief
49
PI ANINING BOARD
The Stoddard Planning Board met on the first Tuesday of each month at 7:00pm
and for 7 additional work sessions. A joint meeting with the Selectmen and ZBA
was held in April to informally discuss issues relating to the welfare of the
community, a practice the three boards wish to continue.
In 1 995, 5 sub-division applications were accepted and approved and a sixth
application has been accepted with approval pending.
Work continued throughout the year on site plan review standards and procedures
that, when approved, apply to the development, change or expansion of tracts for
non-residential uses and to multi-family units of three or more dwelling units.
Site plan review regulations are intended to guard against conditions that would
involve danger or injury to health, safety or prosperity of the community.
In addition, the Board has drafted more explicit definitions of home occupations,
home businesses and commercial activities forvoters consideration.
The Board has been particularly demanding of the support of Patricia Putnam,
Board Secretary. We are very appreciative of her handl ing of the many
organizational details for the Board.
Resnectfully submitted,
Patricia M. Campbell, Chairperson
50
7QNINr7 BOARD OF AfXJLJSTMFNT
1 995 was not a quiet year for the board. Our long time secretary, Virginia
GrandPre left our board in May to devote more of her time as President of the NH
Federation of Garden Clubs. As with all things, you don't appreciate what you
have., until its gone! Left without a secretary, we were fortunate to be able to
have Patricia Putnam step into that position.
At last years Town Meeting in an effort to be frugal, we cut out projected budget
request from $ 1 , 1 00 to $700. Fortunately, we were able to stay within those
conservative guidelines. For 1996, we will try to maintain this low cost but the
townspeople should be aware that rules and regula-tions cost time..and money.
As regulations become more complex, then appeals will surely increase!
Several of our board attended the state run workshop on Planning & Zoning
designed to further our understanding of our responsibilities in conducting ZBA
business. The information we received contributed to fairdecision making,
within the confines of New Hampshire's RSA's, case law and our local zoning
ordinances. Our decisions on the 1 995 cases which came before us were made
from greatly enlightened positions resultant from attending the ZBA seminar. As
NH state laws are ever changing, we plan to stay up to date by attending the '96
presentation.
The present board is a conscientious one. I feel it is a very fair board to all
those who come before it; however, its not an easy road to walk some-times. So
the next time you run into a Board member, just tell him/heryou appreciate the
time they spend and keep up the good work. The town is fortunate to have them!
Respectfully submitted;
Beverly Power, Chairperson
Larry Howard, Eric Kiehn
Doris Palonen & Gerry Pelletier
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ANIMAI CONTRQI OFFITFR
There were 63 animal-related reports through November of 1995. While the
number is up, most calls were handled by phone and unfortunately, the majority
of the calls were about cats who disappeared, To our knowledge, only two ever
returned or were located. Short of confining your cat to a life strictly indoors,
not much can be done to prevent this from happening.
Only two dogs were taken to the Monadnock Humane Society this year. Whi le the
number is two too many, it is far better than we have experienced in recent
years.
Stoddard again participate in a Rabies CI inic together with the Towns of Nelson
and Harrisville. The clinic was very well attended by Stoddard residents with 24
dogs being vaccinated and a large number of cats also.
I am very grateful for continual assistance from our Police Department. David
and Don are always willing to do whatever they are able to in order to help and I
am really appreciative of this.
Respectfully submitted:
Joan Zelasny, Animal Control Officer
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DAVIS PUBI If I IBRARY
The library is open Thursday evenings from 7:00pnn to 9:00pm and on Saturday
mornings from 9:30am to 10:30am,
A second exit with a ramp was Installed at the 1 Ibrary during 1 995.
More than 300 books and many magazines were donated to the library this year.
Almost 200 new books and videos were purchased during the year. Twelve
periodical subscriptions are currently received. More than 1200 volumes
circulated during the 1 995.
A tub of flowers was placed at the library by Mr. and Mrs. John Secco and cared
for by them, adding much to the appearance of the building during the summer
season.
The annual book sale held during Old Home Days was very successful. The library
subscribed to the Junior Literary Guild again this year. We receive three new
award winning books of different reading levels from the Guild each month, The
library now has a substantial collection of video tapes and a small collection of
audio tapes,
Earle Lund and Alan Rumrill designated their 1 995 Rotary Bookshelf donations to
the David Library and Miss Louise Johnson also made a generous donation.
Furthermore, an anonymous donor gave $10.00 and Mr. and Mrs. James Cass
donated a filing cabinet.
Mrs. Annabelle Harriet Weston Haven donated a copy of the book that she authored
pntltled l isten.Mv Dears.
.We extend our thanks to all of the people who made donations to the collections
during 1995. They included: Angelina F. Rallo, Bob Cowie, Charles Chandler,
Christine Landale, Muriel Quist, Cynthia and John Bohl, Hillary Robinson, Mike
Myers, Jim Goddard, Leigh Fosberry, Alan Rumrill, Jean and Jim Cass, Mr. and
Mrs, Wesley Davey, Phyllis Sawyer, Ruth Moe, Alyssa Follansbee, Mr. and Mrs.
Edward LaFranchise, Dennis Carlisle, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Jean, Mr. and Mrs.







Balance on Hand, December 31 j 199^
Nelson Fund 2052.50
Cutter Fund 3832. 19
Ward Fund 56^.18
Mason Fund 699-^2
Cash on hand 103.72
Total $7252.01
Receipts
Interest on Nelson Fund 56.6i<-
Interest on Cutter Fund I89.69
Interest on Ward Fund 26.23
Interest on Mason Fund 19.'+6
Contributions 85.00
Book sale income U9.OO
Fines on overdue books I8.OI
Total $41|4.03
Expenses




balance on Hand, December 31, 1995
Nelson Fund 201+9.29
Cutter Fund ^021 ,88
Ward Fund 590.^1
Mason Fund 718.88




Some of this has been said before, but bears saying again. Very few applications
for Wetlands Board permits ( "Dredge & Fill") were made in 1995, which leaves
us wondering if work is being done without a permit. There is an expedited or
"green form" for minimum Impact only, whichneedsto meet certain criteria,
depending on the project. The Town Clerk has al 1 these forms and instructions.
The green form requires the Conservation Commissions signature tiefoce. the
Town Clerk send it in.
Examples of activity needing a permit in water or wetlands:
dredging - almost any form of digging
filling - implies solid material, sand/gravel, (NOT brush, manure, stumps)
new construction - includes docks and decks
repairs - if it involves work below the waterline.
Stoddard has a 50' buffer zone to maintain natural vegetation along the shores of
lakes and wetlands. The purpose of this is to catch run-off from landward
activities before it has a chance to enter the lake or wetland, thus causing erosion
and sedimentation, in fragile areas.
We learned in September that the DOT is planning to replace the Rte. 9 bridge
near the Antrim line. This is the highway bridge near the historic stone arch
bridge. This will necessitate either replacing the highway bridge north of its
present alignment (that is on the side away from the stone arch bridge) or
building a temporary bridge to the north and replacing the bridge at its present
site. In December we also learned the DOT is beginning plans to replace the
bridge at the beginning of Shedd Hill Rd. just beyond the Fire Station and Eaton's.
At the NHACC annual meeting much that was offered stemmed from the Northern
Forest Lands Council (NFLC) report and its 37 recommendations. The
Conservation Commission has a copy of the Executive Summary of the report.
The need to preserve biological diversityatthesame time as preserving people's
traditional relationship with the land, was approached in various ways.
BAsically this involves the need to find in forest sustainability a delicate balance
between society's needs from the resource today, and not compromising it for the
future. What practices will tend toward sustainability and biodiversity, and how
to get them a $ constituency. Some ideas were floated, such as "Green
Certification," wherein how timberland owners treat and manage their land and
timber would be evaluated for certification, and they could then claim higher
prices for their timber upon receiving certification. Another, idea is to get a
supply of "Best Management Practices (BMP's) for Timber Cut" to selectmen's
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offices to hand out a copy with every Intent to Cut filed. The emphasis is upon
education not regulation, and it was noted that the public has become disjointed
from the land and its crops, and the complex natural systems which support
them, and there is need to reverse this disjointedness, with education which
should start in the schools.
Quotingfrom the NFLC Executive Summary under " What we learned from the
Public " " most of the comments contained two general themes: one, to
alleviate the range of pressures that discourage landowners from holding and
managing lands for the long term, the other, to protect and enhance the ecological
resources of the region. ".
SPNHF has published 140 pp. "Guide to the Forestry Laws of NH," with full text
of 1995 recodified laws, a lay persons guide, explanations, and more. It is
available from SPNHF for $20. If there is interest the Conservation Commission
will think about getting a copy.
Respe ctful ly subm i tted,
Jane Abert, Chairperson




We again completed lake testing in June, July, and August. This year on Highland
Lake, Highland Lake Unified Asso. has taken over testing both north and south,
under the able direction of Christie Levaudowski, with the active participation of
many people from HLUA with homes and summer homes up and down the lake.
They may extend lake testing to May and September, too, on Highland Lake only.
I want to thank the Selectmen for their continued support of the program, the
volunteers especially those with their boats on the various lakes, Nancy Cressy
for the cooler drop-off in her garage, and many other people in town who support
us.
Abrief recapof lakeside DO's and DON'T's:
-Do pump out your septic tank every 3-5 years
-Do maintain your system and check your leachf ield area
-Do use low or non-phosphate detergents
-Do keep land clearing to a minimum
-Do maintain a buffer of natural vegetation at least 50' deep along the shore.
-Do Not bathe, shampoo, wash boats, pets, or things in or near the lake with
soap.
-Do Not wash autos near the lake
-Do Not use fertilizer near the lake shore
-Do Not burn brush or leaves near the shore, or on the ice in winter
-Do Not urinate or defecate in the lake, and don't allow pets to do so.
1995 VOLUNTEERS
Parker Greene OliverQuist Charles Chandler
PhyllisSawyer RogerRoy Jill Fish
Irene Henninger Dee-dee Henninger Nancy Cressy
Heather Rlesenberg MikeJubert Fred Zinn
Don Campbell Joe VanSchaick JoeMarinello
Jim Berry Christie & Bob Levandowski
Pat & Frank Clark Granite Lake Asso. Island Pond As so
Highland Lake Unified Asso. (and any other member of HLUA who helped w ith lake
testing that I may have missed).
Results and explanations of the tests follow this report.
Respectful ly subm i tted:




A measurement of acidity. A pH of 7 is neutral. Lower pH values ndlcate acidic
conditions. HighpH values indicate basic (all<aline) conditions. Little or no fish
life remains whenpH falls much below 5. NH average Is 6.0.
Transparency
A measure of water clarity, affected by the amount of phytoplankton, color
(dissolved organic compounds), and particlate matter in the lake. Measured by
lowering a Secchi disk into the water and observing depth for disappearance.
Standard: > 13.1 ft. isOligotrophic, 6.5 to 13.1 ft. isMesotrophic, and <6.6ft. is
Eutrophic. NH average is 12.8.
ChJorophyl a
A green pigment in plants required for photosynthesis. A good indicator of
abundance of microscopic plants and algea. Units are mg. per cubic meter.
Standard: <4 isOligotrophic, 4 to 10 isMesotrophic, and > 15 is Eutrophic. NH
average is 7.3.
Total Phosphorus
Limiting nutrient that promotes plant and algea growth in lakes. Increased IP
encourages excessive weed growth and algea blooms. Comes from decaying
matter, soils, leachf ields, land clearing, and agriculture runoff. Units are ug/L.
Standard: <10 IsOligotrophic, and >20 is Eutrophic. NH average is 1 1.
Color
A measure of dissolved metals (iron and manganese), dissolved organic
compounds, and suspended matter in water. Standard: to 20 is crystal clear,
20 to 35 is slightly tea-colored, and 35 to 1 00 is tea colored to highly colored.
NH average Is 25.
Conductivity
Ability of water to carry an electrical current. High conductivity may indicate
pollution from road salting, faulty septic systems or agriculture runoff. Units
are umhos/cm. Standard: to 50 is Oligotrophlc, 50 to 1 00 is Mesotrophic, and









Subject: Improvement to Existing Site & Projected Cost for New Site.
Tt^e seven member committee formed and t^ad their first meeting April '95. The
committee met about every 3 weeks either at the Town Hall or at the Transfer
Station. We decided to tal<e a two step approach. The first step was to improve
the present site. The second step was to investigate the potential of a new site,
As part of step one, we visited other stations in the towns of Hancocl<, Antrim,
Bennington, Washington, Marlow, Nelson and Harrisville. The consensus of
opinion from the board was that each town operated on a small site relatively
close to the main part of town, The area (land mass) that was used for other sites
was quite similar in size to Stoddard's present site. The present Transfer Station
was examined for existing building size, storage of recyclables, drainage, and
traffic flow. Eye appeal at the site was considered as a No. 1 priority as the site
is somewhat at the heart of the town. We feel the new traffic flow will increase .
recycl Ing dramatical ly. The con-elusion of the board is that the present building
could still be used (although the structure is indis-repair). The traffic flow
presently has no order or direction of flow as some folks pull up either on the
left or in front of the door or park to the right for recyclables and throw aways.
After much discussion, the recommendation of the committee (if the town is to
stay at its present site) is lu vinyl side the building instead of scraping the
painting as the later would be an on-going expense. Erect an addition to the east
of the building of at least 30 x 30. The new addition would not be enclosed; only
roofed, where vehicles could pul 1 up under cover and put their recyclables in
openings which would be installed in the east side of the building. We feel this
would not only encourage recycling but increase the safety factor as all vehicles
would pass to the right after entering the new main gate. The two overhead doors
would be removed with one new door on the North side of the building.
As we are al 1 aware the present site can be gui te muddy because of a lack of
drainage. The recommendation of the site engineer is to raise the existing
building by 3 tiers of blocks approximately 24inches to improve drainage inside
as well as the outside. The outside travel area would be hard packed for ingress
and egress once proper drainage and gravel is applied.
Our fence along the front is lacking in elevation and many of the posts are leaning
over or coming out of the ground. Anew wooden fence? ft. highoranEnviro-Fab
fence (vinyl) would replace the present chain link. Brush removal will be
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required, followed by suitable landscaping. A storage trailer would provide dry-
storage, free up space indoors and enable i ncreased recycl ing of additional
products. The final figure which includes drainage, fencing, new addition, travel
surface plus unforeseen extras would not exceed $44,000.
Trying to obtain figures for a new site was a challenge. First, to close the
present site involves state engineers for a closing plan along with soil testing, If
the state finds soils inconsistent with surrounding areas, then the sol 1 has to be
brought back to its original condition and heaven only knows what that wi 11 cost.
To open a new site, and not knowing where land can be purchased central to town,
we could only project a 2 to 3 acre site at a purchase of around $30,000. Also, a
$500 fee for a temporary license is needed from the state. The new site would
involve an extensive site plan, fencing, septic, drilled well, new building, wiring
inside along with outside lighting, clearing of the site, driveway and much gravel!
The estimated figure for a new station would be between $ 1 50,000 and
$175,000,
In conclusion, the consensus of opinion from the committee is to stay with the
present site, improving upon what we already have establ ished.
Commi ttee members:
Charles Chandler, John Cressy, Paul Dionne
Casey Hayes, Bob Hardy, John Secco
Harry Power, Chairman




STODOARD 01 D HOMF DAYS
Old Home Days 1 995 under the chairmanship of Gordon Garnett was held July
14, 15, and 16. All events were well attended, and everyone had a great time.
Theopeningevent, a display of juggling, comedy, magic, and illusion, was held
Friday night at the gazebo near the church and was followed by the Church Ice
Cream Social at the Town Hall, Saturday's parade kicked off from the
Congregational Church at the usual 1 0:00a.m,. Music was provided by Post 4
American Legion Band and the M.T. Pockets band. Publ Ic buildings were open
Saturday and there was a bazaar at the Town Hal 1. For the children there were
games and the "Little Red Wagon" childrens program at the fire station. During
the day the Junior Fire Department sold hot dogs, hamburgs and soft drinks and
music was provided by M.T. Pockets. The Historic House Tour was of the Ewing
House (Wilson Place, c. 1 797). For supper there was the chicken barbecue the
Fire Station. The drawing for the raffle was held after the barbeque. First prize,
a Stoddard Bottle, was won by James Wood of Lexington, Mass; second prize, 50
pounds of beef donated by Pitcher Mountain Farm, was won by Ralph Eastman of
Stoddard, and third prize, 25 pounds of lamb, was won by Dr. Dennis Pellegrino
of Walpole. Saturday's activities wrapped up with a dance at the Town Hall to the
music of Sugarfoot.
The Sunday morning pancake and Eggs Benedict breakfast at the Town Hall was
again a sellout. After church services there was a guided hike to the Town Farm
site, the Historical Society was open for the public and a concert by M.T. Pockets
at the gazebo brought the 9th in this series of Stoddard Old Home Days to a
successful conclusion.
The success of Old Home Days is due to the hard work and donations of many, many
people. This year there were around 70 contributors not counting the people who
worked on the committee. Without this support, this community event would not
be possible. The committee gives its thanks to all supporters. Plans are already
beingmadefornextyearscelebration which will be July 12, 13, & 14 If
anyone would like to be on the committee or has Ideas or suggestions for
activities, please contact the committee chairman or secretary.
Respectfully submitted, Marline Leotta^ Secretary
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HIGH! AND I AKF IJNIFIFD ASSOCIATION
The Highland Lake Unified Association was formed in 1 987 to address safety,
water quality and debris problenns arising from a massive inversion of the frozen
lake bottom during the winter construction of the new dam. It is comprised of
road associations, property owner associations and Individuals concerned with
the lake and the watershed in both Stoddard and Washington. Over the past eight
years the association redefined its earliest goals and now concerns itself with the
future health and wellbeing of the lake and its watershed.
The stated purpose of the association is to protect the quality of the water, to
protect the watershed and to promote safety on the lake. The association also
provides a unified voice to represent member's interests to local, state and
federal agencies.
In keeping wi th these objectives the association voted to recruit volunteers to
continue the New Hampshire Environ-mental Services Volunteer Lay Assessment
Program (VLAP) on the lake and its tributaries. During the 1 995 season, HLUA
volunteers trained and gathered samples in June, July and August using state
equipment. The association's board recently voted to fund the purchase of
equipment for this purpose to facilitate a more extensive testing season. Don
Campbell serves the association and NH Water Resources Division by monitoring
water levels at the dam during the spring and fall.
Additionally, association Vice President Joe Van Schaick Identified hazards,
landmarks and all roads surrounding the lake during 1993. By August of 1994
this Information had been compiled for the first known navigational chart of the
lake. The sale of the charts raises funds for other association projects and
provides lake users with an easy-to-use safety tool. One of these projects was
the purchase of educational videotapes and some science kit learning aides
developed by NH Environmental Services related to lake and watershed ecology.
These were given to the Stoddard and Washington schools for use In their
educational programs. A free leaner video Is aval lable at Eaton's for adults who
may be Interested.
An association newsletter is published and sent to approxl-mately 600 property
owners In Stoddard and Washington yearly.
Plans for 1 996 include the continuation of the VLAP program; monitoring and
identification of Indigenous and exotic weeds; installation of zebra mussel
monitoring stations; updating the HLUA navigation chart; and the installation of
bulletin boards at public launch areas.
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HOME HEALTH CARE & COMMUNITY SERVICES, INC.
REPORT TO THE TOWN OF STODDARD
JANUARY 1, 1995 TO DECEMBER 31, 1995
ANNUA! RFPORT
In 1 995, Home Health Care and Community Services (HCS) continued to provide
home care and community services to the residents of Stoddard. The following
information represents a projection of HCS's activities in your community in
1 995. The projection is based on actual services provided from January through
September 1995 and an estimate of usage during October, November and
December.
5ERVICF REPORT





Medical Social Work Visits
Nutritionist Visit
Home Health Aide 291 Visits
Adult In-Home Care 1 ,528 Hours
Outreach Visits
Health Promotion Clinics 4Clinics
Homemaker 15 Hours
Total Undupl icated Residents Served: 1
9
Regularly scheduled wellness clinics, child health clinics, prenatal and hospice
care are also available to residents. Town funding partially supports these
services.
FINANCIAL RFPORT
The actual cost of all services provided in 1995 with all funding sources is
projected to be $28,075.37.
The total cost of services provided for a partial fee, or at no charge to residents
in 1 995 is projected to be $620.00 for home care,
For 1 996, we recommend an appropriation of $ 1 ,800.00 to continue home care
services at the current level.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Monadnock Family Services was organized in 1959 following a joint study
by the Cheshire County Community Services Council and the League of Women
Voters (Keene and Peterborough). Original ly named Monadnock Area Family
Service, the agency was organized through a merger of the Bureau of Publ ic
Service and the Keene Mental Hygiene Association. The service operated in this
form through 1966, expanding in a five year period to astaff of two full time
social workers with psychiatric and psychological consulting support.
In 1967, following a study during the previous twoyears, a community
mental health clinic service was organized providing direct psychiatric and
psychological services. This program added two psychiatric consultants, a
clinical psychologist and one social worker to the agency staff,
Now in 1 992, Monadnock Family Services has grown from providing only
outpatient services in its early years to providing a much broader range of
services in response to community needs. MFS operates out of five district
offices: Keene, Peterborough, Winchester, Jaffrey and Walpole. We serve the 38
towns of the Monadnock Region. Our services now include the following:
Counseling Services for Adults
Adolescent 6^ Children's Treatment





CI ient Service Management
Partial Hospitalization
Community Support Programming/ Vocational Services
Volunteer Center
Keene and walpole District Office
The Keene and Walpole District Offices of Monadnock Family Services
provides outpatient services for children and adults living in the towns of Keene,
Alstead, Chesterfield, Fitzwilliam, Gilsum, Marlborough, Marlow, Nelson,
Roxbury, Stoddard, Sullivan, Surry, Swanzey, Troy, Walpole and Westmoreland.
Included among these services are individual, group, family and marital
psychotherapy, as well as twenty-four hour crisis intervention. In addition, the
Keene District Off ice provides special services for the Elderly, Vietnam
Veterans, Adventure-Based Programs for Youth, Sexual Abuse victims. Sexual
Offenders and pregnant teenagers and adolescent parents.
Monadnock Fami ly Services is also continuing the alcohol and drug abuse
prevention project in the Fall Mountain School District, Keene Junior High
School and Keene High School. This project provides consultation to teachers,
administrators, parents and students around ways to address the problems of
substance abuse and chemical dependency.
The staff of the Keene and Walpole District Offices are al 1 trained
professionals who are committed to meeting the mental health needs of the
communities they serve.
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GRANITE LAKE VILLAGE DISTRICT
MEETING JULY 9, 1995
The Granite Lake Vi Uage District meeting was started at 2:45 p.nn. Sunday July
9, 1 995, motion was made to recess the meeting until after the Granite Lal<e
Association meeting. Motion was made by John Halter, seconded by David Knight.
Discussion was opened on floor. There was no discussion, motion was passed
unanimously.
The moderator John Halter opened the meeting at 4:30 p.m.
Article 1 : To choose one commissioner for a term of three years; and to see
who the inhabitants of the district will elect for the offices of Clerk, Moderator,
and Treasurer, each for a one year term.
The Article was so moved by David Knight, seconded by Marlon Frazier,
nominations for the three year term Bob Woods, for the one year term Sally
Ripley; clerk, John Halter; moderator, Thomas Yocono; treasurer.
The Article was opened for discussion. There was no discussion.
The Article was voted. The vote was affirmative.
Article 2: To see whether the district will authorize the commissioners to
discontinue negotiations contract with the New Hampshire Department of
Environmental Services, Water Resources Division, to operate and maintain the
dam.
The Article was so moved by John Wheeler, seconded by David Knight.
The Article was opened for discussion. There was a discussion on Article 2,
David Knight explains why there was no need to continue the contract with the
New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services, Water Resources
Division, to operate andmaintain the dam.
The Article was voted. Thevote was affirmative.
Article 3: To see if the district will vote to authorize the commissioners to
borrow in the anticipation of taxes.
The Article was so moved by John Wheeler, seconded by Leonard Frazier.
The Article was so opened for discussion. There was no discussion.
The Article was voted. The vote was affirmative.
Article 4: To see if the district will raise the sum of ($650.00) dollars to
defray v1 1 lage district expenses for the ensuing year and make appropriations of
the same,
The Article was so moved by John Wheeler, seconded by Bob Woods.
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The Article was opened for discussion. There was a discussion on Article 4,
David Knight explained what the village district expenses for the ensuing year
and make appropriations of the same.
The Article was voted. Thevote was affirmative.
Article 5: To see if the district will raise and appropriate the sum of
($1,000.00) dollars to purchase liability insurance to cover the district.
The Article was so moved by John Wheeler, seconded by Bob Woods.
The Article was opened for discussion. There was no discussion.
The Article was voted. The vote was affirmative.
Article 6; To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
($ 1 ,000.00) dollars to add to the capital reserve fund for dam maintenance and
repair, ($500.00) dollars to come from tax revenues and ($500.00) dollars
from 1994 budget surplus.
The Article was so moved by David Knight, seconded by Leonard Frazier.
The Article was opened for discussion. There was no discussion.
The Article was voted. The vote was affirmative.
Article 7: To wee whether the district will accept funds from the Granite Lake
Association and from any other source for the purpose of maintaining, repairing
and replacing the dam.
The Article was so moved by Leonard Frazier, seconded by John Wheeler.
The Article was opened for discussion, There was no discussion.
The Article was voted. Thevote was affirmative.
Article 8: Tosee when the district will schedule its annual meeting.
The Article was so moved by Florence LaFargue, seconded by Thomas Yocono.
The Article was opened for discussion. The discussion for Article 8 is to
read the Granite Lake Village District meeting will meet at the Chapel By The
Lake on Sunday July 7, 1996 after the Granite Lake Association meeting.
The Article was voted The vote was affirmative.
A motion was made by Leonard Frazier to adjourn the meeting, seconded by David
Knight.
The motion was opened for discussion. There was no discussion.
The motion was voted. The vote was affirmative.
The was meeting adjourned at 445 p.m.
TOWN MEETING - TOWN OF STODDARD
MARCH 14th, 1995
To the inhabitants of the Town of Stoddard in the said County of Cheshire in the State of
New Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Stoddard on Tuesday,
the Fourteenth (14th) day of March 1 995 at Eleven 1 ( 1 .00 AM) of the clocl< in the
morning, to act upon the following subjects. THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 11 :00 AM
TO 7:00 PM.
ART. 1: To Choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year.
RESULTS OF THE ELECTION AS FOLLOWS.
SELECTMAN:
TOWN CLERK
TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS
TRUSTEE OF PUBLIC LIBRARY
CONSTABLE:
PLANNING BOARD: (2)








ART. 3. Toseeif the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$ 1 2.000 to provide the town with a street numbering system for Enhanced 9 1
1
Service. Motion by Joe Sarcione, Seconded by Brian Cahill. Discussion by Harry
Power, Joe Sarcione and Brian Cahi 1 1 explains the options we have. Eventually
everyone in the State will be on 91 1 , but the problem we have in this Town is the
numbering system. Each house wi 1 1 have a number so that when there is an
emergency the number wil 1 come up on the screen. Mailing addresses will not be
affected.
AN AMENDMENT bv John Halter to reduce the amount to $6,000.00, Seconded by
Joe Sarcione. Art. 3 is amended. More discussion. Art 3 will now read:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $6,000.00 to
provide the Town with a street numbering system for Enhanced 9 1 1 Service.
Art 3 is adopted as amended.
Motion by John Halter to take Articles 1 7, 32 & 33 out of sequence. Seconded by
Brenda Bryer. These articles pertain to the Transfer Sattion and the Kirkers
wish to comment on the operation of the Transfer Station, and answer any
questions. Motion adopted.
ART. 17. Toseeif theTown will vote to raise and appropriatethe sum of
$55,000 for the operational expenses of the Stoddard Recycling and Transfer
Station. Moved by John Halter, Seconded by Lou GrandPre. John Halter explains
why the Article is up $5,000.00 from last year. There is a new way the City of
Keen is accepting trash. At the landfills the trucks are charged by weight so it
costs the Town more to dump the trash. Mr. Kirker asks everyone to recycle all
their rubbish so that there will be less trash to take to theKeene landfill,
thereby saving the Town money. Discussion follows on the need for everyone to
recycle and to inform anyone not recycl ing to do so.
Art. 17 is adopted unanimously.
ART. 32. Toseeif theTown will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$60,000 to purchase land referred to as Tax map 42 1 Lot 1 1 .2 for the
relocation of the Stoddard Transfer Station consisting of approximately 52 acres
and authorize the withdrawal of thirty-six thousand five hundred dollars plus
accruing interest ($36,500+) from the capital reserve fund create for that
purpose. The balance of twenty-three thousand five hundred ($23,500) is to
come from general taxation. The selectmen recommend this appropriation.
(Majority vote required). Moved by Brenda Bryer, Seconded by John Halter.
Discussion on the need for more space by Mr. Kirker at the current Transfer
Station location. More discussion follows. If the article falls, a need for
establishing a committee to investigate other land that may be aval lable and other
solutions, wil I be formed. After much discussion, the Moderator calls for a vote.
On a voice vote Art. 32 fails, unanimously.
ART. 33.To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$20,000 to add to a Capital Reserve fund created in 1 992 for the purchase of
land and or buildings for future Town use. Motion by Joe Sarcione, Seconded by
Louis GrandPre. Motion for AN AMENDMENT bv Harry Power to change the
amount to $5,000.00. Secondedby Carol Clark. Discussion follows. Brenda
Bryer reports the amount in the Capital Reserve now is $36,500 plus Interest.
Art. 33 v/ould now read: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $5,000.00 to add to a land and or bul Idlngs for future use. Art. 33
ts adopted as amended for $5,000.00.
ART. 4. ToSeeif the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$620.00 as its share for the support of the Monadnock Faml ly and Mental Health
Services. Moved by Kenneth Peate, Seconded by Jane Abert. Art. 4 is adopted.
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ART. 5. ToseeiftheTown will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$ 1 ,800.00 as its share for the support of the Home Health Care and Community
Services. Motion by John Secco, Seconded by Ken Peate. John Halter, Selectman
reports on theexpen-ditures of HHC for $628.00. In past years the full amount
appropriated is never spent, therefore the amended amount should be more in
1 ine for HHC to use and not appropriate more than needed. John Halter moves and
AMFNDMFNT to read:
To see if the Town v^i 11 vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $800.00 as its
share for the support of the Home Health Care and Community Services. Seconded
by Louis GrandPre. Art. 5 is adopted as amended.
ART. 6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000
as its share for the support of the Community Kitchen. Moved by John Halter,
Seconded by Louis GrandPre. Harry Power speaks against spending tax dol lars as
theCommunityKitchenreceives monies from the United Way, Grants, etc. John
Halter responds that the Community Kitchen feeds people from Stoddard and that
it is a good service avail-able to them, but the decision is up to the people. Harry
Powermovesthat Art. 6 be indefinitely postponed. Seconded. Art. 6 is
indefinitely postponed unanimously.
ART. 7.To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00
as its share for the support of the Southwestern Community Service Inc. Moved
by Joan Zelasny, Seconded by BrendaBryer. Discussion follows. Harry Power
moves we indefinitely postpone Art. 7, Seconded by Roger Clark. Art. 7 is
indefinitely postponed.
ART. 8. To see If the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $460
for the repair of Herbert Jean's boat motor, which was damaged during Lay
Monitor Testing. This article requested by the Conservation Commisslon..Moved
byJaneAbert as to what happened, and how the damages came about. Art. 8 Is
adopted.
ART. 9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $200
for the operation of the Stoddard Conservation Commission. Moved by Jane Abert,
Seconded by Pat Putnum. Art. 9 Is adopted.
ART. 1 0. To see If the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $970
for the Lay Monitoring Program. Moved by Jane Abert, Seconded by Frances
Rumrill. Art. 10 Is adopted.
ART. I 1 . Shal 1 the Town accept the provisions of RSA 3 1 :95-b providing that
any town at an annual meeting may adopt an article authorizing indefinitely, unti 1
specific rescission of such authority, the Selectmen to apply for, accept and
expend, without further action by the Town meeting, unanticipated money from a
State, Federal, or other governmental unit or a private source which becomes
available during the fiscal year. This authorization will remain in effect unti 1
rescinded by a vote of the municipal meeting. (Majority vote required). Moved
by John Halter, Seconded by BrendaBryer. Art. 11 Is adopted.
ART. 12. Toseeif the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to
accept gifts of personal property, other than cash, to the municipality for any
public purposes. This authorization in accordance with RSA 31 ;95-e shal 1
remain in effect until rescinded by a vote of the municipal meeting. (Majority
vote required). Motion by John Halter, Seconded by Brenda Bryer.
Art. 12 Is adopted.
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ART. 1 3. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sel 1 by
auction or by advertised sealed bid, or in such other manner as determined by the
Selectmen as justice may require properties acquired by the Town through Tax
Collector's deeds in accordance with RSA 80;42. Moved by John Halter, Seconded
by Louis GrandPre. Art. 13 is adopted.
ART. 1 4. Shall the Town accept the provision of RSA 33:7 providing that any
Town at an annual meeting may adopt an article authorizing indefinitely, until
specific rescission of such authority, the Selectmen to issue tax anticipation
notes. (Majority vote required). Moved by John Halter, Seconded by Louis
GrandPre.
Art. 14 is adopted.
ART. 1 5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$6,675 for the operation and maintenance of the Davis Library. Moved by
Frances Rumril 1, Seconded by Lina Vail lancourt. This amount will include an
emergency exit and handicap ramp. Art. 15 is adopted.
ART. 16. Shall the Town accept the provisions of RSA 202-A:4-c providing
that any Town at an annual meeting may adopt an article authorizing indefinitely,
until specific rescission of such authority, the public library trustees to apply
for, accept and expend, without further action by the Town meeting,
unanticipated money from a State, Federal or other governmental unit or a
private source which becomes available , (Majority vote required). Moved by
Frances Rumri 1 1, Seconded by Jane Abert.
Art. 16 is adopted.
ART. 1 7. Done previously,
ART. 18. To see if theTown will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$ 1 5,8 1 5 for the operating budget of the Stoddard Fire & Rescue Department for
the ensuing year. Motion by Brian Cahi 1 1, Seconded by John Cressy. John Halter
offers an AMFNDMFMT toadd to the article. adding..,and to see if theTown will
vote to establish the Stoddard Fire and Rescue Department as the Town's official
municipal Fire and Rescue Department, to authorize it to accept gifts in the name
of the department, to approve the election of its officers by the department
membership, and to authorize the appointment of its members by the duly elected
chief, pursuant to RSA 1 54: 1 , Seconded by Brenda Bryer, Moderator rules this
amendment Non-Germain.
This Amendment shows the Town is making an attempt to operate in faith in
compliance with State law. There is legislation being introduced that will expand
the deadl ine to next year to allow Towns to pass this article independently, on i fs
own which would be a catch all for liabi lity for the Town. Should that Legislation
pass you will see Mr. Halters Amendment as an article in next years warrant. In
the interim my job is to rule it Non-Germain. That does not preclude the Town
from rul ing or voting to override Moderators ruling.
Moderator recognizes Mr. Halter who moves this body vote to override the
Moderators ruling that the Article is Non-Germain. Seconded by Louis GrandPre,
Discussion on the Article. Mr, Halter explains, RSA 154:1 require Towns by
Jan. 1 , 1 996, which would be before our next Town meeting to do one of two
things. To either affirm that their Fire Dept, is an agency of the Town and thus
protected as part of the Municipality. If they do this and have their own finances,
elect their own chief does not change their current operation. The other option is
to make them completely private and a separate entity.
This article which is a model article that was given to us by the Fire Marshall In
Concord. This will essentially allow us to continue to do exactly what we are
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doing and simultaneously comply with State Law and protect the liabil ity of the
Fire Dept, so some one does not sue them as an individual.
Moderators ruling to override is passed unanimously.
The Amendment as offered is adopted.
Art. 18 will now read: To see if theTown will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $15,8 15.00 for the operating budget of the Stoddard Fire & Rescue
Department forthe ensuing year and to see if theTown will vote to establish the
Stoddard Fire and Rescue Department as the Town's official municipal fire and
rescue department, to authorize it to accept gifts in the name of the department,
to approve the election of its officers by the department membership and to
authorize the appointment of its members by the duly elected chief, pursuant to
RSA 1541
Art. 18 is adopted as amended unanimously.
ART. 1 9. To see if theTown will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,500 for Antrim ambulance service for the ensuing year. Motion by Brian
Cahi 11, Seconded by Joe Sard one. Art. 19 is adopted.
ART. 20. To see if theTown will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$7,500.00 to refurbish the tank and rear body of the 1 976 International Fire
Truck referred to as (M4) in order to extend the useful life of this vehicle.
Motionby Brian Cahill, Seconded by Joe Sarcione. Discussion: Brian Cahill
explains repairs that were very serious and had to be done in 1 994. The money
has been spent as part of the 1994emergency fund and this will replace it. Art.
20 is adopted.
ART. 21. To see if theTown will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under
the provisions of RSA 35: 1 for the purpose of a front line pumper replacing the
1 955 FWD referred to as M 1 and to raise and appropriate $25,000.00 to be
placed in this fund. The Selectmen and Fire Depart, recommend this
appropriation. (Majority vote required). Motion by Brian Cahill, Seconded by
John Secco Art. 21 is adopted unanimously.
ART. 22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$ 1 ,500 for the operating budget of the Stoddard Fire Warden, to include the
purchase of equipment, meeting and training. Motionby Joe Sarcione, Seconded
by Shannon Sarcione.
Art. 22 is adopted.
ART. 23. Toseeif theTown will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$ 1 03,865 to defray Town charges for the ensuing year Motion by John Halter,
Seconded by Louis GrandPre. John Halter, Selectmen points out that this is
$3,600.00 less than last year Discussion if this article will be amended in any
shape or form for the benefit of a committee or engineering or any other purpose
for the transfer station site. Discussion follows.
An AMFNDMFNT hv Louts GrandPre to increase article of $5,000.00 for the
committee to work with. Seconded by John Halter The committee formed is
Harry Power, Bob Hardy, John Secco, Paul Dionne and John Cressy. They will
look to find the Town needs, property, and make recommendations to the
Selectmen, and report back to the Town.
The Amendment is adopted.
Art. 23 will now read: To see if theTown will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $ 1 08,865.00 to defray Town charges for the ensuing year.
Art, 23 is adopted as amended unanimously.
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ART. 24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,500 to restore & microfilm two (2) volumes of old town records. Motion by
Frances Rumrill, Seconded by Harry Power. Discussion on costs for the
microfilm.
An AMENDMENT by IHarry Power to read: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate thesumof $2,500.00 to microfilm 2 volumes of old Town records
and to further authorize the Selectmen to purchase a fire proof vault. No Second.
Amendment fails.
Art. 24 is adopted.
ART. 25.To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,500.00 as operating budget for the Stoddard Planning Board for the ensuing
year. Motion by Pat Campbell, seconded by Pat Putnam. Art. 25 is adopted.
ART. 26. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$682.00 for membership to the Southwest Region Planning Commission for the
coming year. Moved by Jane Abert, Seconded by Frances Rumrill. Art. 26 is
adopted.
ART. 27. ToseeiftheTown will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,1 00.00 for the operating budget of the Stoddard Zoning Board of Adjustment.
Motion by Bev Power, Seconded. Bev Power, ZBA Chairman proposes an
AMENDMENT to raise and appropriate the sum of $700.00 for the operating
budget.
Amendment is adopted.
Art. 27 will now read: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $700.00 for the operating budget of the Stoddard Zoning Board of
Adjustment. Art. 27 is adopted as amended.
ART. 28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$9;675.00 for the operating budget of the Stoddard Police Department. Motion
by David Vail lancourt, Seconded by Joe Sarcione. Art. 28 is adopted.
ART. 29. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to enter into a
lease agreement for the purpose of leasing a Police Cruiser for the Police
Department, and to raise and appropriate the sum of $7,868.00 for the first
(1st) years payment for that purpose. This lease contains an "escape clause"
(Majority vote required). The Selectmen and Police Chief recommend this
article. Moved by David Vaillancourt, Seconded by Brenda Bryer. Discussion
follows, This will beafull size4x4vehicle. Major maintenance will beincluded
In the lease. Art. 29 is adopted.
ART. 30 Toseeif the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$ 1 2,000.00 for the purchase of a used Police Cruiser. Moved by David




. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$ 1 05,000 for winter and summer maintenance, emergencies & planned repair
of Town roads and bridges. Moved by Louis GrandPre, Seconded by John Halter.
Harry Power asks for breakdown on this figure. Louis GrandPre Selectmen
complies. Art. 31 is adopted.
ART. 32 and ART. 3J already have been acted on earlier.
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ART. 34. To see if theTown will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$20,000.00 to be added to the Shedd Hill Bridge replacement Capital Reserve
Fund established in 1994 The selectmen recommend this appropriation.
(Majority vote required), Motion by John Halter, Seconded by Louis GrandPre.
Discussion follows. It is noted the State will pay 80% of the cost to replace the
bridge. Art. 34 is adopted unanimously.
ART. 35. To see if the Town will vote to discontinue the office of Liquor Agent,
and remove said position from the ballot. The Selectmen and Mrs. Avis Bull
recommend this article. (Majority vote required). Motionby John Halter,
Seconded by Louis GrandPre. Art. 35 is adopted unanimously.
ART. 36. To see if theTown will vote to discontinue the office of Surveyors of
Wood and Lumber, and remove said positions form the ballot. The Selectmen and
Town Clerk recommend this article. (Majority vote required), Motion by John
Halter, Seconded by Louis GrandPre. Art. 36 is adopted unanimously.
ART. 37. To transact any other business that may legal ly come before said
meeting. Being none the Town Meeting is adjourned in memory of Melvin Bull.



































STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
1996 ELECTION WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the School District of Stoddard qualified to vote in District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Stoddard Town Hail in said District on the 14th day of
March 1996 at 7:00 p.m. to act upon the following subjects:
1
.
To choose by nonpartisan ballot the following School District officials:
A. One School Board Member - 3 Year Term
B. One School Board Member - 2 Year Term
C. One Moderator - 1 Year Term
D. One Treasurer - 1 Year Term
E. One Clerk - 1 Year Term
F. One Auditor - 1 Year Term
2. To hear reports of agents, auditors, and committees or officers chosen, or to take any other
action in relation thereto.
3. To determine and appoint the salaries of the School Board and fix compensation for any other
officers or agents of the District, or to take any other action in relation thereto. (THIS
WARRANT ARTICLE IS SUPPORTED BY THE SCHOOL BOARD.)
4. To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and appropriate for the support of
schools, and for the payment of salaries of School District officials and agents and for the
payment of statutory obligations of the District, or to take any other action in relation thereto.
(THIS WARRANT ARTICLE IS SUPPORTED BY THE SCHOOL BOARD.)
5. To choose agents and committees in realtion to any subject in the warrant.
6. To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.
Given under our hands at said Stoddard this 13th day of February, 1996
Mary Lou Eaton, Chairperson
Brenda Howard
Cheryl Woods
A true copy of Warrant - Attest





The 1995-1996 year has seen six changes in part-time staff, and one school
board member. New people are staffing music, art, foreign language, speech
therapy, food service, and school nurse.
With great regret, we accepted the resignation of Helen Bouchard in the fall.
Helen, who has moved out of Stoddard, was a joy to work with, and was a
competent, incisive, interested, caring and dedicated board member, who will
be missed.
Cheryl Woods, who has a daughter in first grade, is filling in until the March
election. She has shown herself to be a very capable, thoughtful board
member, and we have been fortunate to have her.
There has been some furnace problems, and Ray Lagasse, our very competent
custodian, has saved us a great deal by knowing the system and doing many of
the repairs. A circulator was ruined by frequent power surges, and Public
Service has been informed of our displeasure. Our insurance did pay a claim.
A new storage shed, placed at the end of the building, was purchased to hold
the tractor and other necessary equipment.
Trees which, when covered with ice, hampered the bus and cars going in and
out, were trimmed. Trees in the cul de sac, which were dying, were removed.
In their place, the local Girl Scouts planted flowers as a community project.
Lilac bushes were also planted.
We welcome input from parents. Our goal is for the children to get the best
education possible, so if you ever have concerns, we want to hear them. The
School Board meets the second Tuesday of each month at the school at 4:00 PM,
with a goal to complete all business by 6:30 PM.
Respectfully submitted,
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In January of 1995, Mrs. Murphy's class studied "Animals in Winter" and used the school's
nature trail to track animals in our school surroundings.
During February, they learned about "Character Education". They used "Friendship" as a
theme throughout the curriculum and practiced the six components of character:
trustworthiness, respect, responsibility, fairness, caring, and citizenship. They studied
anatomy, health, and safety during March, using a drug-free program designed for early
Childhood students. The year was ended by the study of insects, at which time they hatched
painted lady butterflies.
Each class spent time studying topics about our environment, culminating with an Earth
Day program which was organized by Ms. Larson and Mrs. Murphy. The day was filled with
songs, skits, and student projects; one being a class play of Dr. Suess's The Lorax by Ms.
Larson's group. Another was a student written skit on endangered animals by Mr. LaFleur's
class.
In the winter of 1995, Ms. Larson's class studied Greek myths. This culminated in a trip to
see the Keene Children's Museum display and activities based on the myths.
They did a unit on manners ending with a pretend restaurant in the classroom. Since then
the children are allowed to eat in the classroom, as long as they display good manners. A
unit on George Washington, Abraham Lincoln, and Harriet Tubman was worked on.
The school year was ended with a study of whales in all three classes. Then a whale watch
was launched, with all of us aboard. Unfortunately the waters were so rough, that no whales
could be seen. But we did have one heck of a boat ridel
All three classes spent some time in music class studying about Mozart. Then a trip to the
New England Marionettes was made, where we got to see a production of "Mozart's Magic
Fantasy". This story is about a young girl who got swept up into Mr. Mozart's opera. It is
through her eyes, that the students get to know more about Mozart's work.
Mr. LaFleur's class read the book The Indian in the Cupboard , which brought with it much
study of the American Indians. The class met on a Saturday and went to an actual pow-
wow. Then in June the movie was released, so the class got together and went to see it.
Mr. LaFleur and five students attended the Children's Author Seminar, where they got to
meet several authors, and illustrators. Soon after, the class made a trip to one of these
author's homes. Efner Tudor Holmes, daughter of Tasha Tudor, had opened her home,
"Maple Lane Farm", to class visitations. The students got to meet and talk with Efner, as well
as the many farm animals which they had read about in her books. Students got to see how
and where her story ideas came from, and the process Efner uses when writing a story;
starting with her handwritten notes all the way through to the published book.
The final book which the class read was My Side of the Mountain . This book involved the
study of survival and health. Students participated in several survival activities, in which
they needed to work together and think things through in order to survive the game. The
book also provides a lot of information about plants and how they can be used as a food,
spice, or medicine.
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This fall, Mrs. Murphy's group focused on the life cycle of a pumpkin, and are now learing
about Africa, drums, and rhythms, as well as the African American celebration of Kwanzaa.
All classes spent time learning about bats, and had a slide presentation put on by the New
Hampshire Audubon Society.
Ms Larson's group concentrated on the Golden Rule. They did a "Schoolyard Science" unit
on trees with weekly outdoor activities, and the class visited the Northfield Conservation
Center. This was soon followed by a unit on Pilgrims. They are presently studying German
winter holidays to be culminated with a school wide international winter festival.
Most recently, Mrs. Murphy's and Ms. Larson's class went to see a holiday play in
Manchester's Palace Theater, which was based on "The Nutcracker".
Mr. LaFleur's class started the year with the book The House on Hackman's Hill for their
reading lessons. The most loved book in the class, deals with Egyptian history, and it's facts
and myths. Students engaged in pyramid building, decoding Hieroglyphics, and making of
mummy cases.
Students were placed in groups, which simulated the American Pilgrim colonies, as the
groups took part in a Pilgrim simulation program. They needed to work together in order to
make their colony survive, as they faced a dangerous sea journey, Indian attacks, fires, and
colonists' deaths. At the end of the program, groups were able to compare their results to
that of the original Pilgrims. Now that the Pilgrims were in the new world, the class was
able to begin study of New Hampshire History. They look forward to a visit to the New
Hampshire Historical Society building. If anyone would like to help make our study more
meaningful, by sharing with us information, or items pertaining to our local history, please
contact Mr. Mark LaFleur. We would love to hear from you!
To coincide with the New Hampshire History unit, the class has begun reading Farmer Boy .
by Laura Ingalls Wilder. The book deals with many tools and methods of farming from an
earlier time period. The main character, Almonzo, is Laura's future husband, when he was
just an eight year old boy.
Thank you to all the many people who help make the Stoddard School successful. There
are numerous occasions when each of you gives of yourself in some manner or another.
These times have not gone unnoticed, nor unappreciated! Let us continue to work together








The school health program was off to a rollicking start this year. As there
had been a problem with head lice last year, my first contact with the
children and staff centered around this issue. What an introduction to the
new school nurse! In addition, a new policy was adopted by the school
board and the staff to address this problem in the future, should the need
arise.
The health screening program, which includes height, weight, hearing and
vision testing was accomplished early in the school year. Parents were
contacted either by phone or letter or both, if additional care or referral
was necessary. At the same time, immunization records were reviewed
and documented for the school and the state of New Hampshire.
Health classes will begin in the New Year. I will be utilizing "The Great
Body Shop" which comes from the Children's Health Market, Inc. It will be
offered in all grades, and includes such subjects as child safety, diet,
hygiene, the senses, exercise, and much more. The children will be
bringing home the pamphlets to show and work with their families as they
learn and grow.
I look forward to working with the children and their families in this
unique and exciting educational environment.
Respectfully submitted,
Georgianna Harden Hamilton RN
School Nurse
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SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT #2 4
ADMINISTRATIVE SALARIES
1995/96
Superintendent of Schools $ 67,515
Pupil Personnel Director 49,878
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SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT #24
HENNIKER, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03242
96/97 BUDGET
ACCOUNTS






























































































































































SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT #24
HENNIKER, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03242
96/97 BUDGET
ACCOUNTS
Office Equip. Repair & Maint








Cash on Hand, July 1, 1994
Received from Selectmen
Revenue from State Sources
Revenue from Federal Sources







Total Amount Available for Fiscal Year
Less School Board Orders Paid






DETAILED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS
DESCRIPTION
Town of Stoddard Appropriation
Indian Head Bank Interest
Various Refunds & Reimbursements
State of

















The 1995 School Warrant Meeting was opened at the Stoddard Town
Hall on March 9, 1995 at 7:05 p.m. by Moderator Daniel Eaton. Don
Jones led the Pledge of Allegiance at the request of Daniel Eaton.
Present at the meeting from the Stoddard School Board were
Chairman Helen Bouchard, Mary Lou Eaton and Brenda Howard and
Clerk Marline Leotta. Present from SAU #24 were Superintendent
Donald Jones, Business Administrator James Crane, Special
Education Director Joseph Denning and Special Education Secretary
Linda Smith. Present from the Stoddard School Staff was Mark
LaFleur, Head Teacher.
Article 1. To choose by nonpartisan ballot the following School
District officials:
A. One School Board Member - 3 year term
B. One Moderator - 1 year term
C
.
One Treasurer - 1 year term
D. One Clerk - 1 year term
E One Auditor - 1 year term
Helen Bouchard moved that the polls be open until 7:30 p.m. or
the close of the meeting whichever occurs last. The motion was
seconded by Mary Lou Eaton. Motion carried unanimously by voice
vote
.
Moderator Daniel Eaton called a voting recess to allow those
present to vote. The recess was over and the meeting called to
order at 7:15 p.m.
ARTICLE 2. Mary Lou Eaton moved to hear the reports of agents,
auditors, committees and officers chosen as printed in the annual
report. The motion was seconded by Brenda Howard. Motion carried
unanimously by voice vote.
Discussion from the floor included a question from Nancy
Cressy concerning the auditing schedule and what was
being paid for this year. Don Jones informed her that
according to the schedule of having a more indepth audit
every other year the 1994-95 budget included $25.00 for
an audit and the 1995-96 budget, $500.00.
ARTICLE 3 . Helen Bouchard moved to determine and appoint the
salaries of the School Board and fix compensation for any other
officers or agents of the District as presented in the 1995-96
budget. The motion was seconded by Mary Lou Eaton. Motion
carried unanimously by voice vote.
ARTICLE 4. Brenda Howard moved that the District raise and
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appropriate the sum of $656,764{six hundred fifty-six thousand,
seven hundred sixty-four dollars) for the support of schools, for
the payment of salaries of School District officials and agents,
and for the payment of statutory obligations of the District. The
motion was seconded by Helen Bouchard. Motion carried unanimously
by voice vote.
ARTICLE 5. To choose agents and committees in relation to any
subject in this warrant. No action taken.
Discussion from the floor included a question from Nancy
Cressy as to status of discussions on multipurpose room
and would it make sense to put a capital reserve fund in
current budget. Daniel Eaton responded that a separate
article would be needed and voters would have to be
advised ahead of time.
ARTICLE 6. To transact any other business that may legally
come before said meeting. No action taken.
Discussion from the floor included more comments on
multipurpose room. In reply to a question from Nancy
Cressy Don Jones said a committee had been formed, had
discussed the subject, would consider putting something on
next year's warrant, and would set a meeting date if anyone
present wanted to meet with the committee. Carol Clark
asked if original plans for the new addition could be used
as a starting point. Denise Pratt responded that she had
done that to get very rough estimates over the phone.
Mary Lou Eaton moved to adjourn the meeting except for the
purposes of voting. The motion was seconded by Brenda Howard
Motion carried unanimously. Meeting adjourned (and voting
completed) at 7:30 p.m.
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RESULTS OF THE VOTES CAST




Auditor John Secco having declined, Virginia Grandpre
was declared the winner in this vote.
A True Copy Attest:
IfCl^i^yu^ o^-^^^-^^^^HT"
Marline Leotta, School District Clerk
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PROPERTY VALUATIONS AND TAXES
TAX INFORMATION
TAX RATES - PER $1,000.00 ASSESSMENT
TOWN OF STODDARD CURRENT USE PROPERTIES
OVHER OF RECORD TAX MAP • / DESCRIPTION
ANDORRA FOREST C/0 CLARK 407-03 /EWZKIOT
ANDORRA FOREST LP 95 CLARK, L 407-01 & 02/ RTE 123 LAND
ANDORRA FOREST LP % CLARK, L 41 0-06,09;415- 1 4;41 7-03 /CPR/RT
ATHEARN, RUTH &. CHANDLER, 420- 1 1 / RT 9 LAND
ATHEARN, RUTH & CHANDLER, 420- 1 6.2 / ROBB LAND
ATHEARN, RUTH & CHANDLER, 420-26 /ROBB WNO UOT LINEACU
BECKLEY, JESS/E I, ETALS 409-01 /PROCTOR WND (1/2 INT)
420- 02,422- 1
1
, 1 2 / KT 9 LAND, BLDGS
410-08;4n-10;414-10,15,15,16,19, TES
41 9-04,2, 05.1 S, 05.2 / TOBB LAND&
41 9- 07.2 / TARBCt', RD LAND,BLDGS
BLAISDELL, LOUISE T
CAH ILL, GEORGE F, JR CDR) &.
C AH ILL, GEORGE F, JR (DR) &
CLIHE, MARGARET B
DAP.CY,.JAMES T , JR S.. SUS AN A 422-15.1 / PT 9 LAND,BLCG3,MH
DELUDE, RICHARD A.






411 -03 / E/S KINGSST WND,BLCGS
421-27/RT 123 LAND
410- 10 /W,'^ KINGS STLANO
FIONDELL A, PAUL & CH ARL A B 404-03 / D0iX5E LAND, BLDG
420-03.3 /C^^Y RD Bf^CKLAND
424-21 /ATEN ROLAND
41 7- 05, 08& 09 / EOULDER RD LD,
422-09/RT9WND,BLDGS
41 2-06.
1 , 06.25; 06.3 /MR/RT 9 LAND





HATHORN, HELEN A & SEAVER, 41 5- 13 /ADAMS LAND
HAYES, JUDITH M 420- 1 / RT 9 LAND
HAYES, MICHAEL J & SUSAN J 420-06 / RT 9 LANDjSHED
HEALY, DOHALL 418-02 / B!CKLAHDOFFCPR,BLDGS
HEALY , DONALL B . ^. JOYCE A
.
418- 05 / &5CKLi^ND OFF CPR
HE ALY, J ANE F 424- 07 / BACKIAND
HILL, ELISABETH P. 121-01 /VVF,r-WNNTRKII,BLDG
HILL, LUCY B ; WICHLAND, 422-02 1) & 23 / RT 9 LAND, BLCGS
ECRTl
TOWH OF STODDARD CURRENT USE PROPERTIES
OVWER OF RECORD
HILL, LUCY B ; VICHLAND,
HILL, ROGER M& CAROL M
HOFFMAN, JR. JOHN E. & JEAN
TAX MAP • / DESCRIPTION
422- 24 / MXLURE BACKWND
422-02.1 2 /RT 9 LAND
416-02/&SCKIAND
KMCELY, GERALD E S<. BARBARA 1 27-06 /WF^RT 1 23 LAND,BLCG3
LEYDEN, DONALD F & MAR! AN F 41 4-02, 03, 1 4& 41 5-33 /CPR LAND
LIGHTBODV, JOHN L JR & KAREN 405- 1 .3 / WND- E/S DODGE FARM RD
MACEACHRAN, JOHN H & 41 4-7.4S, 415-1 6.5 /CPW LOT 4&
MAINE, CRAIGEN FAMILY TRUST 404-04/ DODGE LAND
MCGOWAN,PAUL W& JOYCE K 421-01 /GI^YUDTI
MCGOVAN , PAUL V & JOYCE K 422- 1 7 / BCKLAND OFF RT 9
MCGOVAN, PAUL V. & JOYCE K. 422- 1 8 / BCKLANDOFF RT 9
MCGOVAN, PAUL V & JOYCE K 422-21 /TAYLOR-GREEN LAND
ME ADOVSEND T IMBERL ANDS 41 3- 06 /OLD KNE/CfCRD RD LAND
MERRILL ,V1LL1AM, CHARLOTTE, 409-01 /PROCTOR LAND (1/2 INT)
MILD ICE , V ICK I (M ARSH ALL) 422- 08 / CT 9 LAND, BLDGS





423-02 /CON^iNr Pft5TURE, (CE)
SAWYER,PHYLLIS C & THIBAULT , 41 4-06.1 /CPR LAHD,BLCG3
SH AMK , C EDV ARD & 42 1 - 26 / BBR LAND,BLDG
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH 415-07 / BCKLANDOFFCPR
SOCIETY FOR PROTECT ION OF NH 1 05- 43 /WFjCARR LAND
SOCfETV FOR PROTECT/ON OF NH 404-0) / WILLIAMS FAMILV FOREST
SOC lETY FOR PROTECT ION OF NH 405-05 /CARLES PElRCE RES,BLCGS
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH 41 9- 03.2,06. 1,07. 1,07.3 /DANIEL
SWEET V ATER TRUST 1 04- 1 1 & 404-02 / DOCGE IAND,BLCG5
TREELYH FOREST; ?5 PRICE, T& 133-01,2,3,4,5;! 34-44,45;! 36- 1,2,3 YES
TREELYN FOREST ; 96 PRICE, T &. 1 34- 1 8 / RT 1 23 LAND
PHILBRICK, STEVEN A &
PRICE, BONNIE
PRICE MD, TREVOR RP
RICHER, EVERETT
RINGLAND, VERA ESTATE




WESTON, V ILL I AM, JR
WHITE, BARR1E,JR
WHITE, BARR IE,.JR
TOWK OF STODDARD CURRENT USE PROPERTIES
ACRES
CM.
CUR U TOTAL NET
ACRES VALUE TAX




WH ITNEY , R ICH ARD & SHERM AN 405- 1 .2 / LAND OFF CHi^LET DR.BLDGS
VILLIAMS, MARK' & NINA 422-27 2e& 29 /SOLfrHSTLD,BLDGS
YOCONO, THOMAS F, JR & AGNES 423-03 /BACKLANDOFF ^BR
YES
106
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
AADALEN, RICHARD J & SHARON
AADALEN, RICHARD J & SHARON
ABBOTT, ELMONT E & NANCY G
ABBOTT, ELMONT E & NANCY G
ABBOTT, MARION G, TRUSTEE
ABELY, DAVID
ABERT, JANE
ADAMS, JOHN H & JUNE J
ADAMS, ROBERT E & PATRICIA L
ADAMS, ROBERT E & PATRICIA L





ALLEN, OUINCY L & ANNIE L
ALLEN, RONALD H. & PATRICIA
ALLEN, RONALD H. & PATRICIA
ALLEN, RONALD H. & PATRICIA
AMES, ANNE M
AMISANO, SCHILLER &, SKIDMORE
AMDERSON, BERTHA, ESTATE 95
ANDERSON, V ILL I AM J &
ANDORRA FOREST C/0 CLARK
ANDORRA FOREST LP % CLARK, L
ANDORRA FOREST LP % CLARK, L
ANDORRA FOREST LP 95 CLARK,
ANDORRA FOREST LP 95 CLARK,
ANDORRA FOREST LP % CLARK,
ANDORRA FOREST LP % CLARK,
ANDORRA FOREST LP % CLARK,
ANDORRA FOREST LP 95 CLARK,
ANDORRA FOREST LP 95
ANDORRA FOREST LP
ANTONELLI, JOHN A & JEAN T
APRILE, ANTHONY J (COL) &
AREL, ALFRED A & DORIS A
ARRIA, CARMELLO M &
ATA, NABIL & NANETTE
ATHEARN, RUTH & CHANDLER,
ATHEARN, RUTH & CHANDLER,
ATHEARN^ RUTH & CHANDLER,
ATHEARN, RUTH & CHANDLER,
133-18/WF,TFDU[fTE1,BLDG
) 33-20 /WF,TFD LOT 3E
414-07.1 /CPvYUOrri
41 4-07.2 /CFWUCn"2.SHED
41 5- 29& 30 / WF.CP LCfT ,BLDG
1 01 -01 / HLS LOTSl 1 6,MH&3HD
423- 08 / HIGH ST LAND, BLDGS
134-24& 43 /WF.TFD UCfT 12,BLDGS
1 36-39 /V^F.TFD LOT B4,BLDGS
1 36-40, 41 , 42 / V/F.TFD LCfTS B5,B6
1 27- 22 /WF AND RD LCfT.BLCGS
108-09/HLDU:jT27eA
108-12 /HLDLOT 274
1 22-08 /YiHTi IKT 3m,BLDGS
126-42/SHRlJCn",BLDG
108-15/HLD1J0T271
124-1 3 /WF,LSU UCfT 8,BLCG
1 30- 02 /RT 123 UCfT
131-10/RT123LCfT
421-23/BBRUCfr
1 38-37 /SPRCLD LOT 2,BLtGS
41 4- 23 /OFR LAND
1 24- 07 /WF,LSU LOT 2,BLDGS
407-03 /BACKIKT
407-01 & 02 /RTE 123 LAND
41 0-06 / TIWCTOR SHED B/0
41 0-06 /CARDING MILL B/0
41 0-06 /SUGAR HOUSE B/0
410-06/NIMSBARNB/O
41 0-06,09:41 5- 1 4.;41 7-03 /CPR/RT 1 23
410-09/CAMP ON CS FOND B/0
41 0- 06 / BLRTERFIELD HOUSE B/0
41 0-09 / mNSELL HOUSE B/0
407-02 / PITCHER MTN FARM B/0
1 1
3- 44 / CARR UCfT 1 3A,BLDGS
418-65/MLEIJ0T5B1U1




420- 1 6. 1 / RTS 9/ 1 23 LOT, BLDGS
420-1 6.2 /ROBB LAND
420-17.01 /CTE 9/ BLDG.
ACRES
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OVHER OF RECORD TAX MAP • / DESCRIPTION
ATHEARN, RUTH &. CHANDLER,
ATKINSON, GARY S. & IRENE M
ATKINSON, L AND IS V
ATKINSON, LAND IS V, III*.
ATKINSON, LANDISV, 111 &
ATTESI,DAVID J &BERN1ER,
ATTESI, DAVID J & BERNIER,
ATTESI,DAVID J&BERNIER,







BAILEY , HARRY A & NANCY N
BAILEY, LEON V & MARILYNN L
BAKER, GEORGE A & ELMA E
BAKER, GEORGE A & ELM A E
BAKER, GEORGE A & ELM A E
BAKER, KENDALL & ELIZABETH
BAKUN, DAVID E
BALDINI, DONALD J. &. ELLYN C.
BALLOU,F HAROLD
BALLOU,GARYF & JASON
BALSIS, ROBERT J & DIANE, REl
BALSIS, ROBERT J&DIANE,RE2
BANGS, PAUL F& BEVERLY
BARKER, GERALD B &. HELEN A
BARKER, GERALD B & HELEN A
BARLOW , P AUL P & EVELYN M
BARNETT, CAROLE JAVORSKI
BARNHURST, KEVIN G
BARRELL, MARJORIE & ERVIN,
BARRETT, JOHN J &. JANICE L
BARTLETT, CHARLES M
BAUMGRATZ, RICHARD W &.
BAUMGRATZ, RICHARD V &
BAUMiRATZ, RICHARD V&
BAUMGRATZ, RICHARD W &
BAUMGRATZ, RICHARD W &
BAUMGRATZ, RICHARD W &
BE AUD IN, HELEN














1 20- 1 43 /• B/P U3T 30.K 1 /2 lOT)
119-21 /WF;JLDU3T27
11 9-22 / WFyJLD U3T 26,BLCGS
1 27- 48 / WF/iND RD UDT,BLCGS
405- 02 / LOT- E.'S OOCGE FARM RD
11 9- 56 /BAKER ISLAND
1 1 9-37& 38 /WF,WHTY U:T 1
8
123-11 /WHTYU:T 55
1 35- 1 & 02 / RT 1 25 LDT5,BLDG












1 51 -28& 29 / MRCGH LPS 1 5,1 4,BLCGS








1 31 -09 / 1 /3 W/BERNIER& LAVQIE
CUR U
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AMD TAXES
OVHER OF RECORD
BEAUREGARD, DONALD L
BEAUREGARD , DONALD L
BECK , DANIEL M & MARCY L
BECKLEY, JESSIE I, ETALS
BECKVITH, RALPH V & HARRIET
BEESO, MICHAEL & RITA
BEGNOCHE, KYLE A & SHARON
BEGNOCHE, KYLE A & SHARON
BEGNOCHE , KYLE A & SHARON
BEGNOCHE, KYLE A & SHARON
BEL ANGER, MICHAEL R & HE IN,
BELL, JOHN R& CAROLYN A
BELOVSKI, ADAM J & BEVERLY
BENEDICT, PAUL
BENEDICT, RICHARD & JOAN,
BENNETT, GERDA A, ETALS
BENNETT, GERDA A &. ROGER
BERGERON, DORIS S & ANNETTE
BERKLEY, HAROLD G
BERNAG0Z2I, ARM AND E, JR.
BERNAG02ZI, ARMAND E, JR.
BERN lER, CARMEN
BERNIER, GERARD L & SUZANNE J
BERNIER, RICHARD, SR &
BERNIER, ROBERT & ANGELINA M
BETZ, RICHARD L & PENELOPE W
BEVERSTOCK, CAROLINE
BEZIO, PHILIP L& BONNIE L
BILLS, OLGA & ARTHUR
BIONDINO, RALPH R & JUNE M
BIONDINO, RALPH R & JUNE M
BISSELL,, JAMES H
BISSELL, JAMES H
BISSET, JOHN W & BARBARA E




BLAIR, ROBERT G., Ill & ELLEN M.
BLAISDELL, JR. RAYMOND A. &.
BLAKE, DAVID B. & SARAH A.
BLOCK, STANLEY A &. CLAIRE V
BLOMBERG , RAOUL BRUCE
TAX MAP • / DESCRIPTION
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
CUR U
OVWER OF RECORD TAX MAP • / DESCRIPTION ACRES ACRES
BLOMBERG, RAOUL BRUCE
BLOOD, ELTON V, SR & JEAN E
BLOOD, ELTON V, SR & JEAN E
BLOOD, ELTON V, SR & JEAN E
BLOOD, ELTON W, SR & JEAN E
BODELL, DR. BENSON & RUTH
BOOGE, FREDERICK A&
BOHL, JOHNF & CYNTHIA R
B0NC2AR, MICHAEL P & JOANNE
BOND, RANDALL T & DAWN A
BORLAND, JOSEPH P & GAE
BORLAND, JOSEPH P & GAE
BOTTICELLO, MICHAEL
BOUCHARD, PAUL R &. HELEN A
BOULEY, LEO A & VIOLETTE M
BOURASSA,KIMBERLY
BOURN, RODNEY E & HELEN M
BOWMAN, ROBERT G. TRUSTEE
BOWRING, MARGARET
BOWRING, MARGARET
BRAGG, LESTER & ELIZABETH A
BREAULT, DAVID L & KATHERINE
BREAULT, DAVID L & KATHERINE
BRICKSTONE MASONS, INC.




BROOKMAN, ROBERT & MATTHEW
BROOKMAN, ROBERT &. MATTHEW
BROOKMAN, ROBERT & MATTHEW
BROOKS, JAMES C & NANCY W





BRYER , JAMES H &. BREND A J
BSG& COMPANY
BUCELEWICZ, WILLIAM*.
BUGBEE, LEON & MASTRIANNl, D
BULL, AVIS I.
BUNKER, GENE R & ROSANNE M
126-51 /WF,ZRU3T,BLCG
1 35-41 TO 43 /TFD [DTS (2/9 lOT)
135-49/ IP BEflZH (2/9 IWr)
1 35- 55& 57 / TFD U3T5 L 1 0,L 1 5;5HED
135-56/WF,TFDL0TL12,BLCG
1 02- 057& 053 /WF,MER 4& 5ft,BLCG5
131-32&33/MRCGH mis 20,21,BLCG
117-25/HLDU3T57,BLCG5
1 03- 1 7& 1 8 / WF,HL5 U3TS802,S803, BLCG
1I8-39/HLDUDT11A
124-34/\VF,L5UU3T23
1 24-35 /WF,LSUUDT 24
114-06/WF,HLU3T,BLOGS




1 22-26 /WF,WHTY U3T 3,BLCGS
1 36-23 /WF,TFD L0TA7A (lOTsO
136-25 /TFD mTA7




1 20- 1 43 / B/P U3T 50. 1 ( 1 /2 IMT)
12 1 - 09 /WF,FRMN U3T 5,BLCG5
121-22.1 /FREU3T 20
1 1 8-03 /WHTY UDT 46,MH,SHEC6












11 3-20 / WFjCARR U3T 8,BLCGS
1 26-27 /WFflAR U3T,BLCGS
1 08-07 /HLDmT282,BLCGS
0.1
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
nVWER OF RECORD
BUNKER, GENE R. &. ROSE ANN
BUNN, RICHARD B & PRISCILLA B
SUNN, RICHARD B & PRISCILLA B
BURKE, JOHN KELLY
BURKE, STEPHEN E & MARIE C
BURR, HAROLD L & MARGO M
BURT, CHARLES R
BURTON, RICHARD A & CYNTHIA
BUSH, CHARLES R & SANDRA A
BUSH, J & A&LABRIE, A&T
BUSH, RAYMOND B & FRANCES J
BYRNE, MARY E
BYRNE, MARY E
CAHILL, BRIAN V &. DONNA
C AH ILL, FRANCES
CAHILL, GEORGE F, JR (DR'J &
CAHILL, GEORGE F, JR (DR) &
CAHILL, GEORGE F, JR (DR'J &
CAHILL, GEORGE F, JR (DR) &
CAHILL, GEORGE F, JR (DR) &
CALL, MARY L
CALL IN AN, WILLIAM & KUEGLER,
CAMERON, JAMES D & BECKY M
CAMPAGNA, JOSEPH A. JR. &
CAMPBELL, DONALD
CAMPBELL, MCCOLL & VARIN







CARLISLE, ARNOLD H & PAULINE
CARLISLE, DALE & CAROL
CARLISLE, DON D. & KERRY L.
CARLISLE, DON & KERRY
CARLOTTO REALTY TRUST
CARLSON, RUSSELL R, JR &
CARLSON & STEELE
CARLSON, VILLIAM A &
CARROLL, DAVID & DIANE
CARTVRIGHT, BRIAN
TAX MAP » / DESCRIPTION





1 03- 08 / WF,HlJS LCfT S502 ,BLDG
1 22- 1 /WHTY LOT 30C,MH&SHED
1 03- 1 4& 1 5 / WF,HL LOTS, BLDG3
101-066&067/WF,HL3
1 23-02 /KS LOT,BLDGS





128-03/ 1834 HOUSE, LOT
129-04/FftRK-MSR/C!5
41 0- 08.;41 1 - 1 0.;41 4- 1 0, 1 3, 1 5, 1 6, 1 9,20,2
41 9-04.2, 05.1 & 05.2 / TOBB IAND& BCfyLE
41 4- 1 8 / EOOTRLB LAND& CAMP
1 3 1 -30 / MRDGH 1 8, 1 9 ,MH,BU;G
1 27-02 /WfflY RD LCfT.BLDGS
1 1 8- 1 6& 1 8 /WHTY LOT 26,27,BLDGS
134-34/WFJFDL0TJ17,BLDGS
126-37 /SHR LCfT.BLDGS




1 39- 46 / WF,PRSLR LCfT 1 7,BLDGS
120-29/HLALOT12,BLDG
1 39-04& 09 /Of/ U0T3,BLDGS
118-58/HLDLaT14
1 28-06 /RT 123 LOT,BLLGS
408-02/RT123L^ND,BLDGS
1 20-06 /FR LOT 4,BLCG
421-1 1.2/RT9LAND
1 1 - 049 / WF,HLS UJf S29,BLDGS
116-22/HLDl£fT98
11 6-24/ HLD LCfT 96
1 27-37 / WF.AND RD LCfT, BLDGS
126-18/RT123LaT,BLDG
41 9- 06 / CNTY RD LCfT .BLCGS
CUR U
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATrON AND TAXES
OVNER OF RECORD
CARUSO, ALBERT G & GAIL R
CASS, JAMES R, JR & JEAN C
CASTOR, SUSAN J; TRUSTEE
CASTOR, Sv'ESLEY R, JR ESTATE
CASNv'ELL, DAVID A, TRUSTEE
CASWELL, DAVID A, TRUSTEE
CECE, ELIZABETH J
CEROUA, RICHARD J & JERI M
CEROUA, RICHARD J & JERIE M
CHAGNON, NANCY G
CHAGNON, THOMAS & NANCY
CHAMBERLAIN, CHRISTOPHER S
CHAMBERLAIN, MARILYN
CHAMPAGNE, NORMAN L ix
CHAMPNEY, JAMES E, JR &
CHAMPNEY, MARK A & LISA D.





CHAPMAN, LEON A E & BURNO,
CHARETTE, GERALD F&









CHROMIK , RICHARD & CHERYL
CHULAK, • 1AJ0RIE TRUSTEE
CHULAK, MARJOR IE TRUSTEE
CICHOWSKI, HENRY T & JENNIE
CICHOWSKI, HENRY T & JENNIE
CLARK, DENNIS & CAROL
CLARK, DOROTHY
L
CLARK, FRANK & PATRICIA N
CLARK, HENRY & CLARK, ALBERT
CLARK, JOHN A & PAULINE W
CLARK, LEWIS A & JEAN B
TAX MAP « / DESCRIPTION
I24-02&52/WF,L3UU:T21,BLCG
1 39- 1 4& 1 5 /Ofl U3r5,BLCG3
I04-04/WF,HLmT,BLDG
415-20/WFj;PU3T,BLCGS
1 07-07 /HLDUDT 210







1 1 6-26ix27 / HLD LDT8 70,71 , BLDGS
I07-13/HLDUDT152











1 23-08 /WHTY LOT 48
123-10/WHTYU:T50
131-07/RT123L0T,BLCG
1 1 - 057& 058 / WF,HL5S37p3S ,BLCG
121-22.6/FREIJ0T17
113-13/ WF,Vy&H LOT 4,BLDG
113-18/WFp!^RRU3T7
1 25- 20 /WF,WLKR RD [HT
101-122&123/HLSU3r35315;3516
101-07'?.s080.''WF,HL3
1 1 3-35 / WF^-ARR LOT 1 0,BLCG5
1 15-36 /'VVFJCARRmm
128-09/RT123U:T,BLCG3
1 35-46& 47 / WF,TFO U3TS L8,L2;BLCG
120-10/WF,FRUDT6,BLCG5
113-61 /LTK' LOT LI 8,BLCGS
408-25/RT123WND,BLCG
















































TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OVHER OF RECORD
CLARK, LEWIS A & JEAN B
CLARK, LEWIS A & JEAN B
CLARK, LEWIS A & JEAN B
CLARK,, LEWIS A & JEAN B
CLARK, LEWIS A& JEANB
CLARK, PATRICIA E (MCMAHON)
CLARK, ROBERT H & ELIZABETH R











COHEN, HERBERT & PHYLLIS G
COHEN, SUSAN M & TOD ALAN
COLASURDO, MICHAEL J & DIANE
COLCLOUGH, RAYMOND H &
COLCLOUGH, RAYMOND H &
COLCLOUGH, RAYMOND H &
COLE, CALVIN C, SR & GLADYS V
COLE, EDWARD C &. JOANNE C
COLLIER, FRANK M & RITA M
COLLIER, STEPHEN M
COMFORT, LAWRENCE & MARY
CONDON, ROBERT J & MELINDA B
CONGDON, WILLIAM S. & JUNE
CONGDON, WILLIAM S & JUNE.;
CONGREVE, WILLIAM & JEAN W
CONKLIN, DWIGHTE.




COOK, JOHN W & VERA M
CORDNER, KENNETH, JR & ALMA
COREY, JAMES A & BEVERLY R
CORRIEVEAU, WARREN PETER
CORRIEVEAU, WARREN PETER




41 4-22/ MILL RD LOT
421-16/EW:KLAND
134-41 /VvT.IPlKT.BLDG
1 05- 02 / WF.iCARR LOT 1 BB.BLDG










109-07/ HID LIfT 266
121-12/ WF,FRMN LOT 8 ,BLDG
1 03- 1 1 / WF.HLS U3T S804
424-32 / ARK>/D LOT, BLDGS
1 35-41 TO 43 /TFD LOTS ( 1 /9 lOT)
1 35-49 /BEACH (1/9 1 OT)
1 35-51 & 52 / WF,TFD LOTS L5,L7,BLDGS
42 1-07/ GRAY lIfT6,BLDGS
1 04-26 /WF.i:ARR LOT 9,BLDGS
102-089/ WF,HL3 LOT S2 1 7,BLDGS
41 8- 95 / MLE LOT 1 8B3U2 jIAMP
1 35-04/ PT 1 23 LOT,MH,BLDGS
1 1 5- 49 / Vi^F,HLD LOT 1 1 5A,BLDG
117-24/HLDLOT56
1 1 4-05 / WF,TLMN LOT 1 ,BLDGS
1 1 9- 42 / WF./:NGR^E lot 1 ,BLDGS
1 1 9- 40 /WF,WH1Y LOT 1 7 .BLDGS
110-12/HLDLOT281





11 0-33 /HLD LOT 51
1 1 5-66 /WF,HLD UJT 1 0X,BLDGS
H5-67/HLDLJOT107A
CUR U
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
CUR U
OVWER OF RECORD TAX MAP » / DESCRIPTION ACRES ACRES
CORR IEVEAU, WARREN PETER
CORRIEVEAU, VARREN PETER
COSKER, JOHN & LINDA
COSTANZO, LAVINA S; ETALS
COSTANZO, LAVINA S; ETALS






1 34-27 /WFJFD UiT liA (BJW)
COSTELLO, JOHN & GENEVIEVE 1 34-40 /VVF,iPU:T,BLCG
COSTIN, DAVID, JR & CLAIRE S 139-30& 32 /'WF/^RKWD UDTS.BLCGS
COTTER, BERNARD P & AGNES I33-06& 07/WF,TFD L0T5C2,C3,BL(XS
COTTER , DONALD V & CYNTHIA J 1 55- 1 7 / RT 1 23 L0T,BLCG5
COTTER , T IMOTHY J & 1 1 0- 58 / HLD U3T 59
COTTON FAMILY TRUST, THE 127-1 1 /AND ROUDT,BLCG





COX, VILLIAM T & HAZEL M
COYNE, JOHN D.& COHEN,
CRESSY , JOHN E & NANCY J
CRESSY , JOHN E & NANCY J
CRISM AN , JAMES H & PATRICIA 424- 1 9 /ARK.WD LOT
2




CROTEAU, JOHN &. JOANNE M,
CULLEN, THOMAS, JAMES &
CURNUTTE, JAMES R.&




1 02- 063& 064 / V/F,H1J5 S245,242,BLDGS
129-05/M5RmT,BLDGS
112-15 /WF,HLD mr 531 ,BLOG
41 8- 1 2 / MLE LOT 1 6B4U1 ,BLCG
411-04/M3RLAN0




CURRID, CHARLES H & REGINA M 1 1 0-59& 40 / HLD IDT 58&58A
CURRY, MAY L 130-04/0FRU3T,BLCG3
CURT IS , L AVRENCE R & 1 07- 1 7 / HLD U3T 1 4S, BLCG
CUSHING, KAREN A. & 120-01.1 /KTQNTRKB,BLCG3
CUSHNA, BRUCE R & ELIZABETH R 410-01 & 02.2 /CPRmT
CUSHNA, BRUCE R &. ELIZABETH R 41 0-03 /CPR (JOT
CUSHNA , BRUCE R & ELIZABETH R 41 5- 1 5 / KMGKT RD U3T, BLCG
CUSHNA, BRUCE R & ELIZABETH R 415- 16.7/WFjCP UDT
CUTTING, BRUCE C 136- 1 7/WF,TFDU3TA5,BLrcS
CYR , GILBERT 41 7-02 / BACKLANDOFF EOULDER RD
CYR , G ILBERT 41 7- 06 / BACK'LAND
CYR , G ILBERT 424-02 / SULLIVAN TL &!CKIAND
CYR , G ILBERT 424- 03 / BACKLAND
CYR , G ILBERT 424-04 / BWCKWND
CYR , G ILBERT 424- 05 / BVZKLAND














































TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
CUR U
OVHER OF RECORD TAX MAP » / DESCRIPTION ACRES ACRES
DANIELS, GEORGE H & NEVA E
DANIELS, GORDON & LAURA
DARCY, JAMES T, JR & SUSAN A
DARDANI, NOEL H. & MARTIN 0.
DAVIDSON, JOHN & JOAN
DAVIS, DONALD D & ISABEL B
DAVIS, FREDERICK D & ESTELLE C
DAVIS, JAMES H & SANDRA C,
DAVIS, JOHN R& ELINOR H
DAVIS, ROBERTA
DEACON, ROBERT C & VIRGINIA M
DEACON, ROBERT C & VIRGINIA M
DEACON, ROBERT C & VIRGINIA M
DE ANGEL IS, EDSON R.




DEM AS I, ANDREW & GALE ;
DEMATTEO, STEPHEN P, JR &.
DEMATTEO, STEPHEN P, JR &
DEMEOLA, WILLIAM & PATRICIA




DEVEAU, ALBERT R & DORIS I
DICK, CYNTHIA, J
OICORCIA, ARLENE
DIDONATO, JAMES A & CYNTHIA
DIEHL, DAVID C & LORELEI S








DILUZIO, CHARLES N &
DINES, JOSEPH & SYLVIA
DIONNE, PAUL J & PAMELA R
DONAHUE, DENNIS M
133-13yWF,TFDU:(TD3,BLDG











DOUGAL, V ALTER A., TRUSTEE
DOYLE, THOMAS R
DRESCHER,PETER J.
DRISCOLL, FRANCIS J JR & ANNE
DRISCOLL, LINDA & CLYDE E
DROUIN, CRAIG G.
DUBE, RONALD R& JOYCE
DUBE, RONALD R& JOYCE
DUBY, RUSSELL R & CYNTHIA M
DUF AULT , ROBERT L &. SUSAN M
DUFAULT, ROBERT L & SUSAN M
DUF AULT, ROBERT L & SUSAN M
DUFAULT, ROBERT L & SUSAN M
DUFAULT , ROBERT L & SUSAN M
DUFAULT, ROBERT L &. SUSAN M




DUNCAN, DAVID J & DEBORAH M
DUR '.L, BRUCE T & SUSAN J
DUR AND, EDWARD A & RAYMOND
DURVARD, KATHLEEN R&
DVYER, MAURICE F & JANICE G
EADES, ROBERT A
EAGAN, JOSEPH T & MARGARET
EAGAN, JOSEPH T & MARGARET









TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OVHER OF RECORD
EATON, THOMAS R
EDSON, PHILIP L & LOUISE M
EDSON, PHILIP L & LOUISE M
EDSON, PHIL IP L& LOUISE M
EDWARDS,, JOHN W & BERTHA R
EDWARDS & SHIPPE C/0 JAMES
EDWARDS & SHIPPE ?5 JAMES L
E IN ING IS, STANLEY
ELLIOTT, JAMES A. & C AND ACE
ELLIOTT, JAMES & C AND ACE D.
ELLIOTT, RANDY
ELLIS, BARBARA L & WALTER E
ENGLUND, ROBERT J. & ALFRIEDA
ERLER, JOEL F, NOREEN & JON F
ESTES, RICHARD D
EVES, LLOYD & MARION





FARRELL, INDA E, KIRK & SHAUN
FARRELL, SHAUN & MARGARET
FARRELL, SHAUN R. &.
FAULKNER, CHARLES S&
FAULKNER, CHARLES S.&
FAULKNER, CLARENCE A &
FAULKNER, H KIMBALL
FAULKNER, HENRY & KATE
FAULKNER, ROSEMARY
FELIX, DONALD R & JEAN L
FELT, MARY E & GREENE, HAROLD
FELTUS, CARROLL M & JOYCE
FENNELL, JAMES S. & BELINDA L.
FENTON, PHILLIP & TONI
FERENC, MARK & RHONDA
FERNANDES, DOMINGO P. &
FERNER, DAVID R &. BETTY JANE
FERNWOOD ROAD PROP. OWNERS
FIASCONARO, GEORGE &
FILES, TERRY H. & SANDRA H.
FIONDELLA, ALPHONSE J &
FIONDELLA. PAUL &. CHARLA B
TAX MAP » / DESCRIPTION
125-11 /SHi;:L£n-,BLCG
131-17&18/MRDGHU[n'1,2







408- 2 1 .3 / MRDHI-i U3T 3, BLDG
408- 2 1 . 1 / MRDH3 LOTI , BLDG
420-29/RT123U[(T,BLDG
1 39- 47& 48 /WF.PRSLRLCfT 16,BLDG
1 1 - 052 /WF ,H15 UJT S32,BLCGS
421-27/RT123WND
121-24/&!^T0NlI(TC
1 38- 1 4& 45 /WFJ3L IDT & LAND,BLDGS
1 26-03 /WF.DB LOT ,BLDG3
135-41 TO 43/TFDLOTS(1/9INT)
135-49 /BEACH (1/9 INT)
1 35-50 / WF,TFD LOT L4,BLDG
102-016&017/HLSLJOT S83, S84,BLDG
102-01 2& 013 /HIS UOTS79A,S79
1 02-01 4& 01 5 /HLS LOT 580,382
407- 1 /CAMP OH ANCORRA LD
410-10/V^/SK1NGS5TLAND
134-01.2 /O'NEILWOODUJT
41 0- 06 /CAMP ON ANDORRA LD
41 0-09 / DUSSALT HJUSE B/0
41 0- 09 / PRATT HSE ANDORRA LD




1 25-25 /SHR LOT,BLDG
111-08/SLELOT71
421-20/BADKLANDOFFBBR
1 1 6-32 /HLDUOT 92,BLDG
120- 20 /V^F,HLA ISLAND
107-02/HLD1JOT246
1 36- 1 1 & 1 2 /WF ,TFD LOTS Ml ,M2,BLDGS
113-10 /WF,W&H LOT 2,BLDGS










































TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES




FLAHERTY, FRANCIS E & EVELYN
FLANAGAN, ROBERT JR. &
FLEMMING, DONALD N & PAULA K
FLETCHER, LAURA
FLETCHER, RAYMOND & HASEL
FL INK, HELEN H
FL INK, HELEN H
FL INK, HELEN H
FLOOD, SCOTT WILLIAM
FLORIAN,ROYS.& IRENE J.
FOLEY, BARBARA; C. TABER; M.
FOLEY, BARBARA; C. TABER; M.
FOLEY, BARBARA; C. TABER, M.
FOLEY, BARBARA; C. TABER; M.
FOLLANSBEE, RICHARD D &
FONTAINE, DAVID
FONTAINE, JEAN M
FORCIER, THOMAS J & LUCILLE A
FOREHAND, STEPHEN D & JANET
FORREST, GERALD R & PHYLLIS B
FORREST, GERALD R & PHYLLIS B
FORREST, GERALD R & PHYLLIS B
FORSTER, WALTER & FRANCES
FORSTER, WALTER & FRANCES
FORSYTH, WILLIAM G & JOAN
FOSBERRY, CHARLES F & LEIGH D
FOX, ROBERT S & PATRICIA A
FRAUL INI, BARBARA G&
FRAEIER, ROLAND J & SUSIE H
FREDRICKSEN, ARTHUR E &
FREEPORT DEVELOPMENT, INC.
FREEPORT DEVELOPMENT, INC
FULLER, BARRY & JOYCE
FULLER, WAYNE & CARRIE
FULLER, WAYNE & CARRIE
FULLER, WAYNE & CARRIE
FULLING, LESTER F & ROSE M
FULLING, LESTER F & ROSE M
FULTON, WAYNE S & AMY L
FUTTERLIEB, DAVID A ETALS
42I-28/RTI23WND,BLCC5
1 22-20 /WF,WHr,' U-TTd 8,9;BLCG5
424-25 /ATENRDLjaT,BLCG
118-61 /HLDU:T 35
41 5- 1 6.1 /WFprP UGT 1 ,BLCG
1 53- 1 4 / VVF,TFD UDT D4,BLDG




















1 1 1-05 /HLD UDT 220
135-08 /VVF,TFD U3TC4,BLCG
1 26-39 /SHRU3T,BLCGS
1 39- 29& 32.01 /WF,HEALYmT3 27B
122-16/ WF,WKrV UDT 1 3,BLCGS
1 01 -062& 063 /WF,HLSS42;342A,BLCG
1 1 5-61 TD 63 /WF,HLD 33,34,1 2Ctt,BLDGS




























































GABERSECK, TIMOTHY J. &
6AGNE, PETER C
GAGNE, PETER C
GACNON, DAVID R & NANCY L
GAGNON, GLENN P & LAURA M
GAGNON, JOSEPHINE & COTA,
GAGNON, PAUL M & DORIS Y
GALEY, HELEN F
GALLANT, RUTH & PATRICIA A
GALLOWAY, JEAN M ESTATE
GALLUP & HALL
GANLEY, JOHN F, JR & MARY M
GARAND, KENNETH & MARVELINE
GARLAND, RICHARD L. & ELAINE
GARNETT, GORDON & SELASNY,
GARRITY, EDITH I
GASPERONI, VASCOR, EXECUTOR












GETTY, VIVIAN L, STEPHEN E &
GIANFERRARI, EDMUND A &
GIBBS, KENNETH N. & MONA
GIBBS, KENNETH N & MONA N
GIBBS, KENNETH N & MONA N
GIBBS, MELVIN E 8^ JUDITH A
GILCHREST, PHILIP W, JR
GILLESPIE, MARY H ESTATE
GIRARD, DAVID P. & BARBARA
GIRARD, DAVID P & BARBARA
GLANCE, MARY
GLEASON, NANCY
TAX MAP » / DESCRIPTIOH
n 0-06 /HLDLCfT 288, BLDG
121-10/WF,FRMNLOT6,BLDG
105-01 /WFjCARRLDT ISA.BLDGS




1 37-24 / BRDV^F ,SBR LOT .BLDGS
135-19/RT123LOT,BLDGS
408- 1 6 /QUEEN 5T lAND.BLDGS
1 1 - 044& 045 /WF ,HLS S24525,BLCGS
122-14/WF,WHryLOT15
40 1-02 /LAND OFF QUEEN ST
418-122/MLELIfT485U2
41 4-07.5 /CW LOT 5,BLDG
1 26- 57 / WF.5TN RD LOT 3,BL[G








1 1 3- 1 1 & 1 2 /WF ,W&H LOT 3,BLDGS
1 24- 03, 30 & 3 1 /WF ,LSU LOTS 1 9,20,BLDG




1 22- 1 8 Si 1 9 / WF,WHTY LT 1
1 , 1 0.;BLCGS
1 04-29 / WF.jCftRR UOT,BLDGS
137-38/SBRLOT,BLDGS
102-032/HLSLOTS98
1 02-004& 005 / HLS UOT S72 S73,BLCG
102-033/HLSUOTS99
421-04/GRftYlJOT4,BLDGS
423- 14/30UTH5T LOT, BLDG
418-18/MLEIJOT17B3U1
1 39-35 /WF.a ACCESS
424-23/ARICWDLOTl
418-35/MLELOT10B4U3
422- 26 /RT 9 LAND
CUR U
ACRES ACK££
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OVWER OF RECORD
GLEASON, NANCY; HAYES, C





GOOD ARD, JAMES D&
GODDARD, JAMES D&
GODFREY, JOSEPH P &. KATHLEEN
GOOD ALE, ROBERT C & SALLY A
GOODENOUGH, PETER V. &




GOSSELIN, ALFRED & CAROL
GOSSELIN, ALFRED & CAROL
GOSSELIN, ALFRED & CAROL
GOSSELIN, ALFRED & CAROL
GOSSELIN, ALFRED & CAROL
GOSTYLA,PETER J
GOSTYLA, PETER J, & ELIZABETH
GOULART, JOSEPH & DONNA
GOULD, JOAN M
GOULET , LEOPOLD & PAULINE
GRABARZ, HENRY J & IRIMNA
GRABARZ, HENRY J & IRMINA
GRABARZ, HENRY J & IRMINA
GRAINGER, EDWARD J & CLAIRE L
GRANDPRE', LOUIS E &. VIRGINIA
GRANDPRE', LOUIS E & VIRGINIA
GRANDPRE', LOUIS E & VIRGINIA
GRANITE LAKE VILLAGE DISTRICT
GRANT, LYLED& JULIA V
GRANT, LYLED& JULIA V
GRANT, LYLED&. JULIA V
GRANT, LYLED.& JULIA V,
GREEN, DONALD C& JEAN R
GREEN, DONALD C&, JEAN R




GRESTY, RONALD, SR & JUDITH
OVHER OF RECORD
GRESTY., RONALD, SR & JUDITH
GRIBBLE, LAWRENCE V & NOR IT A
GRIESBACH, EDGAR H & JUDITH
GRIESBACH , EDGAR H & JUDITH
GRIEZE-JURGELEVICIUS,
GRIEZE-JURGELEVICIUS,
GRIFFON, ROBERT R & ELIZABETH
GRIMARD, ROGER V &. GOULD,
GRINUK, MARK A. & CHARLENE E.
GRISKON IS, JOSEPH
GROBECKER, RICHARD
GROBECKER, RICHARD J &
GROBECKER, RICHARD J &
GROVENSTE IN, ROBERT M
GRUBE, EM ILE; ESTATE
GRUBE, EM ILE; ESTATE
GRUBE, EM ILE; ESTATE
GRYBKO, BRIAN C
GUAY, RICHARD & DONNA LEE
GUIDA, ALEXANDER S, III
GUIDA, BERNARD J & PHYLLIS
GUSTAFSON, CLARENCE v/
GUTTINGER, ROGER T




HALEY ill, ROBERT & MARTENIS,
HALL, FRANK (REV) & ANITA
HALL, JAMES A & HAROKA T
HALL, VAYNE G & KATHY A
HALTER, JOHN D & DIANE G
HAMEL, RONALD L
HAMILTON, HAZELS
HAMILTON, KELLY J. &
HAMILTON, PHILIP A & DONNA M
HAMILTON, PHILIP A & DONNA M
HAMILTON, PHILIP A & DONNA M
HAMPOIAN, HARRY & DIANE
HAMPTON, WILLIAM C,JR
HAMPTON, WILLIAM C, JR
HANNA, ALAN L &. ALICE M
HANSFORD. ROSE
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
CUR U
TAX MAP » /DESCRIPTION ACRES ACRES
1lo-48/JDLLuT2u 0.4
117-rj3/HLDUJT8 1.8
11 8- 27 /V/HW UJT 39,BLtGS 1 .0
n8-28/HLDlKn 1.2
1 24- n / WF.LSU LCfT 6,BLDG .3














424-21 /ATENRD LAND 40.0
138-24&33/V'/F.R«I:ES3&,L0TSHED 0.1
1 1 - 1 04T0 1 06 ./WF ,HL3 S 1 93,3 1 92 .BLCGE i .3
1 1 - 050 & 05 1 / V^F,HLS 330.33 1 ,BLCG o .2
107-25/HLDLaT213 1,2
414-30/IAND0FFRT123 41.0
1 36- 44T0 48 /WF ,TFD B8 A.C 1 .A.,2A,BLDGS i .4




420-01 /RT 9 UJr.BLDG 3.9
137-68,69&72/^BRLaT,BLDG3 0.7




423-05 /PRIEST LAND (1,'2M) 23.0
1 37-73 / 1 .'2W/H0CGDON ^BR 0.1
101 -093 /WF.HLS LOT 3203,BLDG 0.2
108-01 /HLD LCfT 295, BLDG 1.9
108-02/HLDLOT293 1.7
1 13-3G&33 /CARR UOTS 1 lA/B.BLDGS 0.5

































































































HANSON, WILLIAM E, ELVIRA I,







HARRINGTON, WALTER H &
HARRIS, DAVID R & MERLE V






HATHORN, HELEN A &. SEAVER,
HAVEN, HAVEN & ROUISSE
HAVEN, HAVEN &ROUISSE
HAVEN, TARCZEL.KSR
HAYES, CASEY J. & HELEN M.
HAYES, GLORIA E & EVANS,
HAYES, JOSEPH S & ARLENE C
HAYES, JUDITH M
HAYES, MICHAEL J & SUSAN J
HAYES, MICHAEL & SUSAN
HAYES, MICHAEL & SUSAN





HEALY, DONALL B. & JOYCE A.
HEALY,DONALL& JOYCE
HEALY, DONALL & JOYCE














41 7-05, 08& 09 / EOULDER RD LD, BLCGS
1 37- 49& 58 / WFJGL U3T,BL0G
422-09 /RT9WND, BLCGS
412-06.1,06.2&06.3/0ftR/RT9lAND
1 27-27 /WF/iND RO UDT,BLCGS
120-27/HWU3T8,BLCG5












1 38-26& 31 /WF,GL U3T,BLCG5
420- 10 /RT9 LAND
420-06/RT9LAND,SHED
1 58-27& 30 /WF,GL Aa;E35& U3T,BLCGS
420-07 /RT 9 UDT,BLCGS
114-19/WF,B&EUDT1
118-20/WKTYDDT32
41 8-02 / BCKLAN00FFCPR,BLCG3
41 8-67/ POWER mUSE
41 8- 05 / BCKLAND OFFCPR
418-20/MLEU3T10B7U5
418-66/MLEU3T461U1






424- 15 /FARMUDT, BLCGS
424-16/ARKWDLJ0T5






HEBERT, ARTHUR L & NANCY A
HEBERT, E J
HEBERT, VERDE V, JR & PAMELA
HEIM, AUDREY, M
HELLER, DALE E
HENDERSON, K DOUGLAS &
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION
HIGHLAND LAKE ASSOCIATION




HILL, KENNETH & LUCILLE
HILL, LUCY B &. HILL, ROGER M.
HILL, LUCY B ,; VICHLAND,
HILL, LUCY B,;VICHL AND,
HILL, ROGER & CAROL
HILL, ROGER M & CAROL M
HILL, ROGER M & CAROL M
HILTZ, RONALD E
HITZ, RONALD E











1 37- 1 1 / V^F.RT 9jGL LCrr,BLDGS
1 1 5-35 TO 37 /SLE LCfTS 49-51 ,BLCC5






















1 37- 09 / WF,RT 9.iGL LCfT,BLDG
422- 02. 1 1 & 23 / RT 9 LAND, BLDGS
422-24 / MXLURE EWCKLAND
1 37-07 /WFR ACCESS LOT
137-08 /WFJGLACCESS LOT





1 37-27 /6LWF,1 /2 INT BEACH
137-51 &56/WFjGLL0T,BLIXS
423-05 / PRIEST lAND ( 1 /2 IhfT)
OVHER OF RECORD
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
TAX MAP • / DESCRIPTION
HODGSON, MARK S. &. SHERRI L.
HOFFMAN, CAROLYN C & TERRY B
HOFFMAN, CAROLYN C & TERRY B
HOFFMAN, JR. JOHN E. & JEAN
HOGG, FRANK V & GVENNETH
HOGUE, TIMOTHY E & WOODS,
HOLLAND, DONALD, JR
HOLLAND, DONALD R&
HOLLAND, DONALD R &
HOLLAND, RICHARD
HOLMES, DAVIDS
HOLMES, ROBERT L & DENISE
HOLMSTROM, CYNTHIA J
HOMFELD, GEORGE J & GLORIA G
HOOPER, MICHAEL J & VHITE,
HOPKINS, MILDRED E., TRUSTEE
HORSF ALL, ETHEL & JAMES H






HUARD, AIME, JR & DEBRA L
HUARD, AIME, JR& DEBRA L
HUARD, AIME, SR &. GEORGETTE
HUARD, AIME, SR & GEORGETTE
HUARD, AIME, SR &. GEORGETTE
HUBER, DEAN G& RUTH E




HUSTED, VIRGINIA S C & VAYNE
HUSTED, VIRGINIA S C & VAYNE
HUSTED, VIRGINIA S C & VAYNE
HYATT, J AMES & ALICE
HYDE, CHARLES E,SR
INAC 10, JOHN V. &. CONSTANCE
INGERSON.FREDE
IRELAND, NATHANIEL F & HELEN
IRVING, RICHARD JR. & NANCY
IRVING, RICHARD JR. & NANCY











41 5-24T1D 26 /VVF,CP mT,BLCG
114-07/VVF,HLLGT,BLCGS
1 53- 1 2 /WF,TFD UDT D2,BL[«
109-11 /HLDmT256,BLCG
41 6-05 /GILSUM.'STDRO LOT,BLCG
1 26-40 /VVF,SHR UDT.BLCXS
1 26-33 /L"nRU3T,MH
1 35-41713 43 /TFD LOTS (1 /9 INT)





405-02 / MINN3TrSUR'\''B' ( 1 /5 INT)
1 1 5-22 / WFjCARR LOT 9,BLCGS
115-54/i:ARRU)T3ICtt\B
405-02 / MINN3TTSURVEY (5/5 INT)
4n-11.5/SBAUDT5










1 02-074& 075 /•WF,HLS5252^251 ,BLCG
408- 05 / RT 1 25 LAND,BLOCS
1 02-082 TO 085 /WF,HLSS22 1 -S224,BLCG
1 02-095ra 098 / HLS LDT33271 -3274
CUR U
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OVHER QF RECQRP
JABLONSKI, MICHAEL & LYNN
JACKSON, SHERVOOD L. &. ELLEN
JACKTER, FRANKLIN & ANN C
JAMES , RONALD W & JANICE G
JAMES, RONALD V & JANICE G
JAREST, DAVID G. & LYNN M.
JAREST, DAVID G & LYNNE M
JAREST, DAVID G. & LYNNE M.
JARVIS, LAWRENCE F & CAROLE
JARVIS, STEPHEN S, III &
JEFTS, MABLE H






JEROME, RICHARD V, JR &
JOERGER, VILLIAM & PALONEN,
JOHNSON, JOHN P.; ETALS
JOHNSON, JOHN P.; ETALS
JOHNSON, LESTER M.; HEIRS
JOHNSON, LOUISE V
JOHNSON, MARK R (LT) &
JOHNSON, PATRICIA A
JONES, GEOFFREY T. & CAROLYN
JONES, GEOFFREY T. & CAROLYN
JONES, LEON F & JAN M
JONES, MARTHA E





JUBERT, MICHAEL J & KAREN J
KACEKA, EMIL S, JR & JO ANN
KACZKA, EMIL S, JR & JO ANN
KACZKA, EMIL S, JR & JO ANN
KACZKA, EMIL S, JR & JO ANN
KAP ANT A IS, STEPHENS
KAPIJ, JERRY E & SOPHIE
KAUFER, MARIE A
KAUFMAN, ROBERT Y (VC-ADM)
KAUFMAN, ROBERT Y (VC-ADM)
TAX MAP » / DESCRIPTION
lCi8-16/HLDLaT270,BLDG
408-09 /RTl 23 UJT.BLCGS
120-26/HIALOT9
114-18 / WF,B&E UlTT 2A,BL[GS
114-20/B&ElIfT2B
118-04/VvHrVLaT51
1 07-06 /HLDLCrr 211
ns-05/WKrv'u:n52,BLCG
n5-52/V;TSLEinT47
1 05- 06 / VvT,CARR LOT 1 9,BL[:GS
1 26-72 / V/F.CT 1 23 UJT.BLDG
1 34- 33 .'WF ,TFD LOT J 1 8,BL[:G




1 36-38 / V/F ,TFD LOT B3,BLDGS






1 37- 34 / SBR/TBR LOT,BLDG
1 26- 26 / WFjCftR 1 NLET ACCESS
1 26-36 /OAR,.^HR LOT.BLLGS





1 02- 044 / WF,HLS LOT S62,BLDG
420- 05 / CNTY RD LOT, BLDGS
101-019/WF,HLSLOTS51
115-17/HLDLOT80
11 8-62 /HLD LOT 34
1 1 9-33 / WF,HLD UOT 85C,BLDG3
119-34/WF,HLDLOT85D
101 -041 TO 043 /WF,HLSS21 -23,BLDG





TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
CUR U
OVWER OF RECORD TAX MAP • / DESCRIPTIOH ACRES ACRES
KAVALAUSKAS, VITOLD J&
KAVALAUSKAS, VITOLD J &
KAVJIAN, ANDREW & FALCONE,
KELLY,FRANCI3 J, JR&
KEMPF , DOROTHY J
KENNEDY, WILLIAM & PATRICIA
KENT, KENNETH M & EWELS,
KENYON, STEVEN G & LINDA M
KERBER, EVELYN E. TRUSTEE
KERBER, EVELYN E. TRUSTEE
KERCEVICH, JERRY, JR&
KERN02ICKY, KONSTANTIN
KIOESS, ATT ALLAH A & HELEN B
KIEHN, ERIC & VIRGINIA Z
KIESSLING, EDWARD P & ELISSA
KILEY, MILDRED
KILLEFFER, ROBERT A, JR &
KIMBALL, STANLEY & MYRNA




KIRBER, WILL 1AM M.&
KIRBER, WILLIAM M.&
KIRBY, JOSEPH F & ELIZABETH P
KIVELA, THOMAS F & MARY LOU
KIVELA, THOMAS F & MARY LOU
KLEBANOFF, MARC IE &. FLORIAN,
KLEBANOFF, MARGIE & FLORIAN,
KLIE, HESTER C
KNICELY, GERALD E & BARBARA
KNIGHT, STEPHEN H & VIKKI L
KOCH IS, LAURA BC/0
KOCH IS, LAURA BC/0
KOELLER, FLOYD E & JOAN G
K0NTR0VIT2, NICHOLAS A &
KOPRISK I, MICHAEL J & MARION
KRASINSKI, BERNARD & IRMA
KRASINSKI, BERNARD & IRMA
KRAVAR IK, GEORGE R&















1 05-05 /WFP.RR U:T 1 8,BLCG5
1 20- 32 / HLA mr 1 5,BLC<3 & BfiCK UJT 1
6
1 02-046 /WF,HL5 U3TS64,BLCG3









102-026& 027 /HLS LOTS92;395,fiH,SHD
130-16/DBDU3T
130-17/WF,DBL0T,BLCG
121-04/ WF,FRMN LjOT C ,SHECe
121-16/FRMNU3TB,BLrc
128-16/RT123UDT,BLCGS
1 27-06 /WF,Rr 1 23 LAND,BLCG3
118-37/HLDmT10,BLCG
41 2-02 /OAR U:T
412-04/OARLOT,BLDGS
1 1 3-46& 47 /CARR LOT^ 1 3B,1 46,BLCGS
127-01 /\Y^^^RDmT
1 02-056 /WF,MER LOT 3,BLCG
1 04- 26 /WFjCARR U3T 7,BLCG5
104-27/WFJCARRUDT8
1 30-03 / RT 1 23/OFR WND,BLCGS
120-21 /WF,HLAUDT4,BL(XH
120-18/HtAU3T6,BLCG
1 22-24/WF,WHIY LOT 5,BLCGS
0.3
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OVNER OF RECORD
KUBECK, GERALD E & BARBARA
KUEHL, JOHN F, JR & BETH E
KUMPU, V ALTER R & MARJORIE
KUMPU, WALTER R & MARJORIE
KUMPU, WALTER R & MARJORIE







KW A AK, DONALD H.
LABERGE, JANET L &. STANTON,
LABERGE, JANET L & STANTON,
LABUKAS, JOHN C & JODI M
LACHANCE, MARK & PAMELA
LADD III, HAROLD J & JUDITH L
LADD III, HAROLD J. &. JUDITH L
LAF ARGUE, FLORENCE W
LAFLAMME, ROGER E & CLAIRE T
LAFLEUR, MARK R & LISA M
LAFRANCHISE, EDWARD J &













LAMY, MAURICE &. JANE
LAND ALE, DEAN & CHRISTINE
LANDRY, CHRISTINE & WALKER,
LANG, CHARLES & DARELLE J
LANGILLE, EDWARD D & HAZEL
LANNI, CHARLES L & NICHOLAS
LARIVIERE, CHRISTOPHER J
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OVHER OF RECORD
LAUBSHIRE, HELEN G., TRUSTEE
LAUBSHIRE, HELEN G. , TRUSTEE
LAVIGNE, ELIZABETH D
LAVO IE, ELAINE A
LAVO IE, ELAINE A
LAVO IE, YVONNE (MRS RICHARD)
LEDWITH, ROSWELL B & DOROTHY
LEE, HENRY R, JR & MARY
LEE, WILLIAM C.
LEE, VILLIAMC.




LEINWEBER, RICHARD & MAUREEN
LEKBERG, JIM M & REBECCA H
LEMIEUX, DAVID K & JEAN M
LENT, DALE &. RICHARD
LEONARD, GEORGE & JEANNE






LES, JOHN & JANICE
LES, JOHN & JANICE
LESSARD, AIME E. JEANNE M.
LEVANDOVSKI, ROBERT A &
LEVERING, CHESTER E & DEBRA J
LEVERING, CHESTER E & DEBRA J
LEVESOUE, ALBERT A. &
LEYDEN, DONALD F & MARIAN F
LEYDEN, DONALD F & MARIAN F
LEYDEN, DONALD F & MARIAN F
LEYDEN, DONALD F &. MARIAN F
LEYDEN, DONALD F & MARIAN F




LIGHTBODY , JOHN L JR & KAREN
LIGHTBODY, JOHN L JR & KAREN
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OVNER OF RECORD
LIGHTBODY, JOHN L JR & KAREN
LIGHTBODY, JOHN L JR & KAREN
LIGHTBODY, JOHN LEROY LIVING
LIGHTBODY, JOHN LEROY LIVING




LOUGHREY, DAVID K & JUDITH B,
LOUNSBURY, MARY C
LOWENTHAL, WILLIAM & GAIL M
LOY, REINHARD S & OLIVIA M
LUBLIN, GERALD R & SHERI H
LUND, EARLEL& MARY N
LYMAN, ROBERT % VILLI AM
LYONS, KEVIN & CLAUDIA
LYONS, THOMAS R.
MACALLISTER, JOHN & JOAN
MACDONALD, EDVARD J & IRENE
MACEACHRAN, JOHN H &
MACEACHRAN, JOHN H &
MACKENZIE, WARREN A. & ARLIE
MACKENZIE, WARREN A. ^ ARLIE
MACKINNON, ROSEMARY D
MACKINTOSH, DONALD S & DONA
MADDEN, JOHN F fk EVELYN
MADDEN, JOHN F & EVELYN
MADORE, NORMAN V
MADORE, NORMAN V
MAGNANI, GEORGE R & PAULA
MACRO, FRANK & ELISABETH
MAHLAND, MARGARET A
MAILLET, CHARLES J & MARILYN
MAILLETTE, BERNARD F & NANCY
MAINE, CRAIGEN FAMILY TRUST
MAJORS, JACK L & DIANE .;ET
MAMMONE, VINCENT, ETALS
MAMMONE, VINCENT, ETALS
MANGAUDIS, BRIAN E. &
MANN, THOMAS A, ANN &
MANSELL, JAY & ZALENSKI,
MANZ, ROBERT L & ISABELLA M
MANZ, ROBERT L & ISABELLA M
CUR U
TAX MAP » / DESCRIPTIOH ACRES ACRES
405- 03/ LAND- E..^roCGE FARM RD 12.0
405-04/ LAND-E.'S DDG FRM RD.BLDCS 1 3.2
n3-63/LTEf\'L0TL9,BLDGS i.i
n3-72/LTBVlJCfTL21 o.7




1 27-47 /WF.AND RDLKT.BLLGS 0.3
1 1 9-41 / WFCM:iIWE lot 2,BLDGS 2.9
101-046/WF,HLSLarS26,BLDG 0.I
139-03&44/V'/Tj:V/LOTS,BLCG3 0.2
120-11 /Vv'F.FR LOT 7,BLDG 1.4




1 38- 22 /WFjGL UJT,BLDG6 .5^
^
137-87/RT9LCn",BLDG 2.3
41 4- 7.4& 41 5- 1 6.5 /CW LOT 4&WFpXP 47 .4








1 13-41 /CARRLOT 13E,BLDG o.4
t07-20/HLDlJCn"145 1.4
1 1 9-39 /WFWHTY LCfT 1 6,BLDGS 0.7
117-06/HLDLCtT41 1.6
117-04/HLDLCfT9,BLDG 1.7
1 05- 1 3 /WF ,HL LCfT,BLiXS .3
404- 04 /DODGE LAND 11 8.0
1 1 5- 64 / WF.SLE LCfT 32,BLDGS .3
416-81 /MLE LOT 2B7U2 0.2
418-82/MLELaT 1B7U2 0.2
1 1 - 09 1 & 092 /WF ,HLS S205 S204,BLDG .4
108-25/HLDLT248A 2.9




TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OVHER OF RECORD
MARA, PHILIP E & MAUREEN V
MARCH AND, JEAN-PIERRE
MARCINUK, ADAM & ROSE
MARCINUK, ADAM & ROSE
M ARGON IS, MICHAEL & MARIE
MARINELLO, JOSEPH & DIANA
MARKS, ARNOLD & SUSAN
MARKS, ARNOLD & SUSAN








MARREN, JOHN J. JR.




MARTIN, ROGER E & JUDITH V
MARTINAGE, KATHI & SCOTT
MARTL AND, WALLACE A &.





MATSON, STEVEN C & NANCY N
MATSON, STEVEN C &. NANCY N
MATSON, STEVEN C & NANCY N





MCCARTHY, THOMAS J & SUSAN
MCCORMACK, CHRISTOPHER &.
MCCR ACK IN, JAMES D&
MCCR ACK IN, JAMES D&
MCCULLOUGH, HUGH & VIOLET E
MCDONOUGH, MARTHA &




1 1 - 056 / VfF,HLS L0TS56,BLCX3
1 29- 12 /RT 125 LOT
1 02-049 /WF,HU5 L0TS67,BLCG
114-16/WF,B&EL0T4






102-1 10& 1 1 1 /HLSUJTS286,3287
102-1 16 /HLS LOTS292
105-12/HLUDT
1 38-34/SPRCLD UJT 5,BLDG
112-14/V\''F,HLDUDT330
41 1 - 07 TO 09 .•' M5R U3r3,BL(XS
102-086& 087/ WF,HLS 03^33220,5219




1 02- 1 06 TO 1 08 / HLS U:r5 S282-S284!*
1 26-56 / WF;3TN RD UJT,BLCG5
411-11.1 /sbau:t7





127-1 8- 20,25,26 /WF/iNO RD IDTS.BLCG
1 31 -46& 47 / MROGH UDT 8,BLCG
119-03/HLDLJ0T39
1 38- 1 5- 1 8,43,44 / WF;3L LOTS&
134-17/RT123mT,BLCGS
107-05/HLDL0T212B
1 20-05 /FR LOT 3
108-13/HLDLJ3T273
108-14/HL0mT272
407-04/ UDT-W/S KI^GS ST
113-58/LTBYUDTL12,BLDGS
CUR U
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OVHER OF RECORD
MCDUFFEE, DUANE A. & NANCY K
MCENANEY, ELEANOR &
MCGOVAN, PAUL V & JOYCE K
MCGOWAN, PAUL W & JOYCE K
MCGOVAN, PAUL V. & JOYCE K.
MCGOVAN, PAUL V & JOYCE K
MCIVER, KIM & BRIAN




MCLAUGHLIN, ROBERT G. &
MCLELLANS. MCMAHON
MCLELLAN & MCMAHON
MCLEOD, MARK A & ANN M
MCMAHON, TERRENCE S &
MCNEISH, CLEO J & MARION E,
MCOSKER, TIMOTHY C & JANE
MCPADDEN, MICHAEL & JUDITH
MEADOVSEND TIMBERLANDS
MEAUSKY, JAMES & MAUREEN
MEDNIS, ARVIDS
MEDNIS, ARVIDS
MEEHAN, TERRY D & MARTHA B
MEEHAN, TERRY D &. MARTHA B









MEUSE, CLARENCE J & CHRISTINE
MEYER, MICHAEL F & MARY M
MEYER, MICHAEL F & MARY M
MICHALEVICZ, JE ANNETTE D.M.
MIGLIORE, JAMES
MILDICE, VICKI (MARSHALL)
MILLER, DONALD & JOAN L
MILLER, DONALD & JOAN L
MINER. ALAN ESTATE






422- 2 1 / TAYU3R-GREEN LAND
121-21.3/V^F.CGHLlJCfT4
1 26-74 /WF,I?n 23 LaT,BLCG
412-01 /OARWND.BLDGS
412-03/mRLOT
1 1 - 033 / WF,HLS LCfT 3 1 3,BLDG
424-34/ARICWDlJCm3
1 37- 1 8 / WF,!?T 9fii Lin".Ji^i^E
137-19/Vv'F,ril3RlJ[:(T
1 1 3- 1 4& 1 5 /WF.W&H LOTS 5,6,BLCG 1 /2
1 30-05 / RT 1 23/OFR L0T,BLDGS
1 36-09 /WFTFD llfT M4,BLDG3
1 1 9-25 /WF.JLD LCrr 23,BLDGS
106-20/ V^F,HLD LCfr,BLDGS
41 3- 06 / OLD KNE/CrCRD RD LAND
118-26/Vv'HWLaT38,BLDGS
135-41 TO 43/TFDLCn"S(1/9ir'JT)




1 04- 24 / V^F ,CARR LCfT 5 , BLDGS
1 04-25 /WF.jCARR LOT 6SHED
1 1 3-39 / WF,CARR ISLAND, BLCX3S
130-23 /WF,DBIKT,BLDGS
103-01 /WF,HL LAND, 21 CTG5
105-12/WF,HLLCfT.SHED






1 1 - 059 /WF ,HL3 LOT S39,BLDGS





TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
CUR U
OVNER OF RECORD TAX MAP • / DESCRIPTION ACRES ACRES
MINER,, BARRY
MINER, BONNIE LEE
MINIE, DONALD E & MARY ELLEN
MINTON, GAELR.&TYREE
MINTON, TYREE G. & GAEL R.
MIX A, THOMAS
MOE, •)/ VEST & RUTH H
MOLESKY, ANTHONY T & ETHEL M
MOLESKY , ANTHONY T & ETHEL M
MONADNOCK DEVELOPMENTAL
M0NI2, MARK
MONTINERI, PAUL & SON! A L
MONTINERI , PAUL &. SONIA L
MONTINERI, PAUL & Si -HA L





MONTY, KEVIN & KENDALL,
MOODY, ERNEST R. & YVONNE
MOONEY, JOHN
MOONEY, WARREN F, JR.
MOONEY, VARREN F, SR
MORRIS, JAMES H & SUSAN N
MORRIS, JAMES H & SUSAN N
MORRIS, T. SCOTT & CINDY L.
MORTON, ROBERT V Bk MARIANN
MOULTON, ALAN H & NANETTE L
MOV AT, VILLI AM, JR &
MOYNIHAN, TAR A & MOLESKY,
MOYNIHAN, TAR A & MOLESKY,
MUNDY, DARYL L &. SUSAN A
MURDOCK, E, INC.
MURDOCK, RICHARD V. &
MURPHY, EDVARD, JR, MARY E
MURPHY, EDVARD, JR, MARY E
MURPHY, JAMES F & JUDITH A




NADEAU, PAUL R & EDMOND H
423-07 /f?T 9 LOT 5.0
423-06 /BftCKLOT OFF RT 9 1.0
137-21 &22/BRK;WF.5BRLaT,BLDGS 0.2
1 25- 1 9 /WLKR RD LOT,BLCGS 0.7
1 25- 1 6 / WF,Vv'LKR RD lJOT,BLDGS 0.2
1 20- 36 / HIA FftRCEL A,BLDGS 7 .8
135-34/WF,TFDLnTK3,BLijGS 0.2
134-21 /TFD LOT 17,BLDG 0.5
1 34-28 /W,TFDU:fT15A(RavV) 0.I
126-12/RT123l£fT,BLtGS 0.7






131 - 13 /RTl 23 LOT, END 7.7
131-1 6 /YvT.IP ACCESS 0.I
131-16.1 /RT1231JOT 0.8
111-34/HLDlJOT14l,BLDG 1.6
1 22- 1 5 /WF,WHTY LOT 1 4,BLCGS 0.8
408- 1 9 / RT 1 23 LOT,MH.SHED 2 .0
408- 1 / DOE RD UOT,MH.SHED 2 .0
408-18/D0ERDLOT,MHSHED 2.5
108- 24 /HLD LOT 248 5.1
403- 1 / LAND-CDPELAND RD 136.0
11 7- 22 /HLD LOT 54 4.0





11 1-22 /HLD LOT 153,BLDG 2.0





1 1 2-20 / WF,HLD LOT 335,BLDGS 3.0
11 6- 29 /HLD LOT 95 2.1
11 6-30 /HLD LOT 94 " 2.0




TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATIOM AND TAXES
OVHER OF RECORD










NELSON, MARK E, EARLC, &.
NELSON, STEPHEN R & PHYLLIS A
NEV HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEV HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEV HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEV HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEV HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEV HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEVBY, JOHN R. & RENEE I.
NICHOLAS, JOSEPH T &
NICHOLS, CECIL & ULDENE, HEIRS






NORCROSS, ARTHUR C & JOAN M
NORTON, SARAH H
O'DELL, PATRICIA & CURTIS
OBRIEN, MARIE E
OBRIEN, MAURICE E, JR




OKE, GARY R & REBECCA
OKE, GARY R& REBECCA
OKE, GARY R & REBECCA
OKE, GARY R & REBECCA
OKE, GARY R & REBECCA
OLEYAR, GEORGE J, JR & DONNA
OLSON, ALBERT F. & REN ICE E.
CUR U
TAX MAP » / PESCRIPTIOH ACRES ACRES
41 1-11.2 /SEA LOT 6 5.1
120-22/WF,HLA1jGT5 0.7









1 36- 1 3 / MM, ISLAND FOND .5
137-89&423-18/RT9U3T 0.5
407-05/ PITCHER MTMH RE TOYER 5.0
41 3- 08 /TWINARCH RESERVE" 0.8
42 1 - 05 /RT 9 BUFFER UDT 0.5
422- 1 4/ RT 9 BUFFER IDT 1.2
423-17/RT9U.lT,NEV/STATESHED 7.3






1 2 1 - 05 & 06 /WF .FRMN LlfT 1 ,2 .BLDGS o .5
1 1 4- 03 / Vv F TLMN LOT 3,BLCGS 2 .
1
137-53&54/WF.aLaT,BLDG 0.6
137-75 /OFF rCR LOT 0.4
420-3 1 / RT 1 23 IKT, BLiXS 1 .9
414-07.6/CFV/IJCJT6 5.1
105-44/SHRLCfT,BLDG3 0.7
418-21 /MLE HIT 116703 0.2
1 35-36 /WF,TFD LOT Kl..BLDGS 0.2
408-07 / RfT 1 23 lJCn-,MH,BLDG3 0.5









































OLSON , BETSY N &
ONE ILL, EDWARD M & STEPHANIE
ORMON, M DALE & MARY J
ORMOND, JEREMIAH J &
OSENGA, VILLIAM, JR
OSGA, MANUELA H & KEITH M
OSTROVSKI, EDWIN J & VITA M
OSULLIVAN, JOSEPH W & TERESA

















PARROT, TED & PAMELA
PATNODE, DOROTHY A
PATTERSON, RICHARD W &
PAUL, ROBERT A
PEATE, KENNETH & LESLIE
PEDRO, JOSEPH E, JR. & AMY
PEFFERS, WILLIAM F, LAURETTE
PELLEGRINO, DENNIS P & SERI K
PELLET lER, GERALD M
PELLET lER, ROGER R & RENA C
PEPPIN, NORMAN A & LIANE S
PERE IRA, JOSE S
PERE IRA, JOSE S
PERE IRA, JOSE S
PERRON, ROBERT F &. SUZANNE F
PERRY, E RONALD & HANSON,
PESSIN, JOSEPH & ROSE











1 22- 1 7 /WF,WHr'i' LOT 1 2,BLCGS
lig-ie/SLEUDTBflB
131-25.1 /RT123WND
118-01 /WHT",' LOT 40
138-11/WFJ3LL0T,BLDGS
126-04/WF,DBL0T
11 6- 20 /HLD LOT 100
1 16-21 /HLD LOT 99
411-11.7/SBAL0T1
1 22-09 /WHTY LOT 30B,BLOCS
418-01 /BACKLAND
41 8- 45 / MLE U2T 1 5B5U3p!iMP




1 32- 1 6 /WF,M&A LOT 3,BLCG
1 37- 1 2 /WF,RT 9PL LOT,BLCGS
1 27- 32& 33 / WF/*ND RD LOPS.BLiXS
1 24- 09 /• WF,LSU LOT 4,BLCG3
106-04/HLOLOT304,BLCG
1 22-07 /WHTY LOT 28A,BLCG5
1 02-088 /WF,HC5 U3T52 1 8,BLCGS




115-02 /HLD LOT 83
116-37/HLDU:T87
119-45 /VVF,PENNif^ULA
1 01 -064/ WF,HLS LjOTS45,BLCG
414-01 /COCGE LAND (1/2 INT)
418-100/MLELJJT2B3U2
CUR U
TOWM OF STODDARD VALUATION AMD TAXES
OVHER OF RECORD
PETERSON, ALFRED C
PFUNDSTE IN, GEORGE A
PHALON, ROBERT V & PHYLLIS
PHANEUF, ROGER K. & CINDY J.
PHELAN, LINDA E& ALAN P
PHELPS, TIMOTHY P. & NORA
PHELPS, TIMOTHY P. & NORA
PHELPS, TIMOTHY P. & NORA
PHELPS, TIMOTHY P & NORA ANN
PHILBRICK, STEVEN A&
PHILLIPS, JOHN N & HARRIET
PHILLIPS, JOHN N & HARRIET
PHILLIPS, JOHN N & HARRIET
PHILLIPS, JOHN N & HARRIET
PHILLIPS, LAURA J
PHILLIPS, WILLIAM &.
PHILLIPS, VILLIAM D &
PICKERING, BRIAN L
PIEHL, GEORGE V& EMILY
PIKE, RICHARD, SR.
PINCIARO, ANTHONY F &. CLAIRE
PISANI, JOSEPH J






POLDERM AN, BRUCE L.
POLIFRONE, JOHN & LUCILLE K
POLIFRONE, JOHN & LUCILLE M.
POLIFRONE, LUCILLE & JOHN
POLLARD, KENNETH A.
POLLOCK, J AMES R
POLLOCK, ROBERT A & JEAN M
POLLOCK, ROBERT A & JEAN M
POLOCZANSKI FAMILY NOMINEE
POLOCEANSKI FAMILY NOMINEE
PORTER, GEORGE L; REALTY, INC
PORTERFIELD, DOROTHY COLLEEN
POST, IRVING & BETTY
POTHIER, LEANDER S & AMY P
POTTER, JAMES D & PATTl A
TAX MAP » / DESCRIPTION
408-22 /f3T1 23 LAND,BLCG3
104-19/WF/:ARRL0re3,11A
121-08/ WF,FRMN LOT 4,BLCG3
1 23-05 /WKTY LOT 42
42I-15/BBRLAND







1 35-41 TO 43 /TFD LOTS ( 1 /g INT)
1 35-49 /BEfiCH (1/9 INT)
1 35-53 /WF,TFD UDT L6,BLCG3
135-54/WF,TFDmTL11
122-25/ WF,WKrY' UDT 4,BLDG
1 04- 09 / WF,BLrrLOT 3,BLCG5







1 38- 1 3& 46 / WF,GL mT,BLCGS
40 1 - 1 / lot-sti:omrd/i^rlo\y TL
408- 1 3 /queenst u3t;5hed
408-14/queenstudt
408-15/QUEENSTLOT
1 1 2- 02/ HLD LGT 321
131-21 /MRCGHU3T4,BLCGS
41 9- 09 / CMTi' RD LGT,MH,3HED
1 3 1 -44 / fiRCGH LGT 7,BLCGS








109-01 /HLD LOT 296
110-25/HLDUDT63
1 26-58 /WF,3TN RD LOT 4,BLCG
CUR U
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
POVER, HARRY R & BEVERLY A
PRACON , HELEN M
PRATT, BRADLEY C & BRIAN
PRATT , BRADLEY C &
PRATT, BRADLEY C. & DENISE C.
PRATT, BRADLEY C & DENISE C.;
PRATT, BRADLEY C & DENISE C;
PRATT, BRADLEY C, JR &DENISE
PRATT, BRIAN C & SANDRA L
PRATT, CHARLES F
PRATT . CHARLES F & MARY M
PRATT, HOVARD
PRESCOTT, GREGG S & GAIL A




PRICE MD, TREVOR R P
PRICE MD, TREVOR R P
PRICE MD, TREVOR R P
PRIEST, DORM AN E
PRIEST, RUTH
PROCTOR, DANIEL C, TRUSTEE
PROCTOR, DANIEL C, TRUSTEE
PROHASKA, CHARLES R & ELLEN
PROVOST, ROBERT & ARLENE M
PROVOST, ROBERT & ARLENE M
PROVOST, ROBERT & ARLENE M
PRUNIER, PAUL A & KATHLEEN P
PRUNIER, PAUL A & KATHLEEN P
PRUNIER, PAUL A &. KATHLEEN P
PRUNIER, PAUL A & KATHLEEN P
PUBLIC SERVICE CO OF NH
PURDON, ROBERT E & NANCY R
PURDON, ROBERT E & NANCY R
PURDON, ROBERT E & NANCY R
PUTNAM, PATRICIA E & NATHAN
QUEREUX, ALFRED E & EDITH
OUIMBY, JAMES C. & NANCY 0.
QUIST, OLIVER P & MURIEL M
RAB (GOTTEL), DEBRA A.
RADIMSKA, OLGA
RAFTER, ROSEMARY
408-01 /RTl 23 LCfT,BLDGS
124-10/WF,L3UUJT5,BLDG
422- 20.3 /PRftTT LOTS
422-03 /RfT 9 LAND, BLDGS
134-l3/TFDLOrJl2ak13A
134-15/TFDUCfTJ13
422-05 /RTT 9 IAND,BLIXS
422-20.1 / PRATT lOTl
422-20.2 /PRATT LOT 2, MH
422-2.2/l?r9
422-01 /RT9UJT,BL[C5





41 9- 13.2 /PARCEL A
1 36- 20 TO 22 / WF,TFD llfTS A 1 ,A2 A6A
136-26 /TFDUJTA6
41 3- 2.2/ PARCEL B
1 03-06 /WF,HL LOT, BLDGS
137-23/BRKVv'F,BACKUCfT
1 1 - 020 / WF,HIS LOT S5 1 ,BLDGS
1 01 -021 TO 023 /WF.HLS5253 S4,BLDGS
1 24- 25& 26 / LSU LOT 44,BLDGS




1 02-01 0/HLS LOT 378
1 02- 047 / WF,HLS UCIT S65,BLDGS
102-048 /WF,HLSlJC(TS66,BLDG
1 27- 52 / ELEC LI NES.AND RD LOT
1 05-07& 08 / WFJCARRTKI ,2,f-ttRlNA
105-24/CARRTRK3
1 05-45 /CARRTRK4,BLDGS
408- 1 1 & 1 2 /QUEEN ST LAND,BLDG
136-27,28,30,31 /WF.TFD
1 22-30 /WF,l£fT25,BLDGS










RANDLES, VESLEY C & BLANCHE




READ, EDVIN G & REIDLINGER,
READ, JON & ANNETTE
READ, WALTERS JOAN
RECK, PAUL C& NANCYS
RECK, PAUL C& NANCY B
RECK, PAUL C& NANCY B
REDFIELD, TEDD A. & KAREN
REDFIELD,TEDD A. & KAREN
REDFIELD, TEDD A. & KAREN
REED, RAYMOND E
REED, RAYMOND E&
REEKST IN, WILLIAM F, ESTATE
REGENSBURGER, ALBERT F, JR &
REGENSBURGER, ALBERT F, JR &
REG IN A, RICHARD
REID,LORETTA
REID,LORETTA
RE ILLY, EILEEN M
RE ILLY, EILEEN M
RE ILLY, STEVEN A
REMILLARD, FRANCIS P&
RESCSANSKI, WILLIAM J. &
REVICKI, ALBERT P & DELORES T
REYNOLDS, ELMER A, JR




RICK, MARC D. & CAROLYN J.
RICK, MARC D & CAROLYN J
RICKER
, DENNIS A & LYNDA S
RICKER, DENNIS A & LYNDA S
RIDEL, JEROME F. & KAREN T.
RIDEL, JEROME F. & KAREN T.
RIESENBERG, JEROME C &
TAX MAP • (f PESCRIPTION
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OVWER OF RECORD
RIESENBERG, JOHN J, JR&
RINGLANO, VERA ESTATE
RIOUX, VILLIAM E & CYNTHIA J





RITCHIE, KENNETH & CAROLYN
RITCHIE, KENNETH H & BARBARA
RITCHIE, KENNETH H & BARBARA
RIVERS, HAROLD, JR
RIVERS, TIMOTHY M & MARY E
ROBIDOUX, ARLENEF
ROBILLARD, VIRGINIA
ROBINSON, DONALD J & JEAN M
ROCKWELL, EARL A & BARBARA
ROENTSCH, E. GEORGE & MARY
ROENTSCH, E. GEORGE & MARY
ROENTSCH, FREDERICK P.
ROG AN, BRIAN E& AMY D
ROHR, THOMAS & JOAN
ROSA, ANTONIO & RAFAEL A
ROSEN, DANIEL D& ROYEA,
ROSEN, RICHARD S., WILLIAM S.
ROSLEY, THOMAS E
ROSPLOCH, JOHN M & JOANNE
ROSS, DANIEL & WALLACE,
ROSS, SCOTT, JESSE, KER I,
ROSS, WILLIAM F &. KATHERINA E
ROWAN, MELVYN &. ARLENE





ROY, ROGER G & THERESA C,
RUMRILL, ALAN F & KIMBERLY A






TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OVHER OF RECORD
RUMRILL, FRANCES P
RUMR ILL, FRANCES P&
RUMRILL, FRANCES P &
RUMRILL, ROBERT R
RUSCIO, JOHN A & KATHERINE J
RYDER, DALE, WENDY & DALENE
RYDER, DALE, VENDY & DALENE
RYLANDER, WILLIAM & PATH
SAINT LAWRENCE, PEARL H
SAINT LAWRENCE, PEARL H
SAINT PIERRE, JEAN & JEANETTE
SA IT AS, ALEXANDER S & ANNE N
SALESKI, EDMUND J &. VIRGINIA L










SAUNDERS, ROBERT M &
SAUNDERS, ROBERT M &
SAVISKI, P PAUL & MARY
SAWYER, BRIAN V,
SAWYER, DAVID A & KATHLEEN
SAWYER, DAVID A &. KATHLEEN
SAWYER,PHYLLIS C & THIBAULT,
SAWYER,PHYLLIS C & THIBAULT,
SAWYER,PHYLLIS C & THIBAULT,
SAWYER,PHYLLIS C &. THIBAULT,
SAWYER,PHYLLIS C & THIBAULT,
SAWYER, TYLORE. JR.
SAWYER, TYLOR & HEAFEY,
SCANLON, WILIAM J. & JEANNE
SCANLON, WILLIAM J. & JEANNE
SCHELLENS, EDWARD J &
SCHERER, WALTON S &
SCHERER, WALTON S &
SCHERER, WALTON S &.
SCHllEMAT . EDWARD R & RITA
TAX MAP « / DESCRIPTION
423-04 / BACKLD OFF fCR (CE)
415-03/EACKLDOFFCPR
415-04/ BiCKWND OFF CPR
415-02/BftCKlAND
n 3- 1 4& 1 5 / V/F,V/&H UJTS 5„6,BLDG
n6-17/HLDU]T44
n6-18/HLDU3T43
1 1 - 067 / WF.HLS LCfT S46,BLDG
11 0-09 / HLD LCfT 28eA,BLDGS
110-10/HLDlIfT285
1 37-63 /hBRLCfT.BLDGS
1 19-1 1/SLE LOT Bl
1 35- 1 0& 1 1 / RTl 23 LOTS.BLCGS
1 35-33 / V/F.TFD LOT K4 (RO'tf
)
1 05- 1 0, 25, 26 /WF ,HL llfT.BLDG
112-10 / WF.SNDR5TRK 1 .BLDGS
1 1 5-67 /HL LOT, BLDG
112-04/V/F,HLDl£fT,BLDG
1 01 -026 TO 029 /WF,HLSS6T0S9,BLDGS
127-07 /AND RD LOT,BLDGS
t14-12/SHRL0T,BLDG
116-04/SLELar315
1 1 8-53 / HLD LOT 24,25,26& 27
116-05/HLDU3T29
1 1 6-06/ HLD UCfl 28,BLDG
1 1 - 68& 69 / HLS LCfTS S47& S48
11 0-36 /HLD LOT 61
101 -084a. 085 /V/F,HLSS21 2.521 l.BLDGS
101-118T0121 /HLS1J0TSS311T0S314
414-06.1/ CPR LAND,BLDGS




11 0-37 /HLD LOT 60
11 0-35 /HLD LOT 62
126-49/WF.2RLOT,BLDGS
1 26-44 /2R LOT,BLDG
1 15-21 /SLE LOT 17
115-01/SLELOT6,BLDG
1 15-51 /WF,HLD LOT 11 5B
11 9- 08 /HLD LOT 84
1 02-007& 008 / HIS LOT S75^76,BLCG
CUR U
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
CUR U
OVHER OF RECORD TAX MAP » / DESCRIPTION ACRES ACRES
SCHIMEN2 , ROBERT 113-19 /WFjTARR LOT 7A,BLCGS
SCHLEY, FRED JAY & VERONICA 104-01 /V/F,HL LOT, BLCG3
SCHLEY, FRED JAY & VERONICA 104-02 /WF,HL LOT, BLCG3
SCOTT , JUDY & N ATH AN , ALLEN 1 1 3- 66 / LTB^• LJ3T L6,BLCG5
SEABURY, KENDALL MICHAEL & 125-02 /SHR LOT, BLCG
SEAMAN , ROBERT F & KATHRYN 1 32-06 /WF,IP LOT,BLCG
SEAMAN, ROBERT F & KATHRYN 132-08 /IP LOT
SEAVER, LANNEY R & JUC'ITH G
SEAVER, LANNEY R & JUDITH
SECCO , JOHN J <x DOROTHY S
SELINES, FELIX E & NATALIE B
SEMSEL,MARYE.ET AL
SERBENT, N/ ALTER F & JANE K
SERBENT, V ALTER F & JANE K
SERBENT, WALTER F &. JANE K
SEVERENCE, ALFRED T &
SHANK, CEDVARD&
SHARP, RICHARD D & SUSAN P
1 1 3-25& 26 /CriP? Q3Td 1 2C\0, BLCG
115-49/CARRL0T13D,BLC.G
1 26- 20 yWF,RT 1 23 L0T,BL[.G5
117-03/HLDU:T42
1 22- 23 / WF,'vVKr,' U.TT 6,BLF0S






SHARPE, ROBERT M, III & KAREN 41 1- 1 1.5/SBA U3T3, BLCG
SHATTUCK, FRANZ C.
SHEA, SHAVNC& SUSAN B
SHEPARD,EFFIEG,ETALS
SHEPARD,RUTHM.
SHIA, VEI LEE & MARY K
SIEGAL, JEFF R& EILEEN B
SILVIA, ANTHONY ik MARY M
SIMBOLI, ANTHONY J,
SIMONETTI, CLIFFORD P; ETALS
SINCLAIR, ALICIA G
SINDONI, JOSEPH C & D'ADAMO
SINDONI, JOSEPH C&D'ADAMO, 111-21 /HLDLDT152
SINDONI, JOSEPH C & D'ADAMO, 1 n-27/HLD LOT 158
131-14/RT123L0T
128-05/RT123LGT,BLCGS

















1 25-03 /ZR LOT
126-45/ZRLGT
1 26-50 /WF/R 1£IT,BLCGS
130-18/WF,0BL0T,BLCG
1 38-36 /SPB:LD LOT 3,BLCG
138-38/SPRCLDL0T1,BLCG
1 27-04 /RT1 23 mT,BLCG3
139-27&34/WFA^m"n5
SM ALLEY, JON M & GERALDINE M 1 19-24/WFyJLDIIIT24,BLCG
SM ITH , BRUCE M . & N ANCY E . 1 35-09 / RT 123 UOT.BLDGS













































TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
SMITH, DALE E & DEBORAH J
SMITH, DALE E & DEBORAH J
SMITH.. DALE E & DEBORAH J
SMITH.. DALE E & DEBORAH J
SMITH., KATHLEEN A. & DEMERS ,
SMITH., KATHLEEN A & DEMERS,
SMITH., ROBERT A
SMITH., ROSS G., Ill & MARY A
SMITH , SANDRA
SMITH, WILFRED A
SMITH , VILLIAM J & NANCY A
SNOV., DANIEL V.
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH
SPADARO , ANTHONY & ANNETTE
SPARNULO., ALMA & LAVRENCE,
SPAKOVSKI, GEORGE & JANE
SPAKOwSKI, GEORGE & JANE
SPALLONE, JOHN V & CELESTE G
SPRUCELAND OVNERS ASSOC.,
ST A ATS., ALBERT J & LIN A
STACK,. ROBERT J & JOAN G
STACK.ROBERT J& JOANG
STAPLES., STEPHEN G.
STARR., RICHARD R. & SUSAN
STARR., RICHARD R. & SUSAN
STARR., RICHARD & SUSAN
STASIOVSKI., JOHN
STEELE., ROGER L & JANET M
















42 1 - 1 / RTS 9,/ 1 23 lJCfT.,BLDGS.,MH
1 1 2-05 /WFHLD LOT 324
1 02- 050& 051 /V'/F.,HL5S68.569..BLDG
422-10/RrT9B!CKLAND
109-02/HLDUJT297




404-01 /V'/ILLIAMS FAMILY FOREST
405- 05 / CmRLES PEIRCE RES.BLCGS
41 9- 03.2.;06. 1 .;07. 1 .;07.3 / DAN! EL UPTON







1 27- 43& 44 / WF.AND RD UJT.BLCGS
1 27- 45/ AND RD LOT




42 1 -24 1 / BACKLAND OFF BBR
n6-23/HLDL0T97
138-10/WF.aLCfT.,BLDGS
1 25- 1 5 /WLKR RD.,WATER ACCESS
1 22- 28 / WF.,WHTY LCfT 1 ..BLDGS
128-01 / •'CONGREGATIOWL CHURCH"
1 28-02 /CHURCH LOT, CT 123
422- 13/ RT 9 'STORE"




TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
CUR U













STODDARD , TOWN OF



















STONE, FREDERICK G & MAUDE M
STONE, JANE C.
STONE, MICHAEL SEAN
STONE, THEODORE J & KAROLA
STONOHA, ROBERT R & PATRICIA
STRONG, ALLIE B & GERALDINE V
STUCKY, FRANK T, III & LINDA S
STUCKY, FRANK T, III & LINDA S
STUCKY, FRANK T, ill & LINDA S
STUCKY, FRANK T, III & LINDA S
SULLIVAN, BARTHOLOMEW &
420-15/RT9UCn"
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
TL&
SULLIVAN, HAROLD J & ANTON I
A
SULLIVAN, JOHN A. i\ ELYSE M.
SVASEY, DORA L ik MCINTIER,
SVEENEY.LOISB
SWEENEY, SHIRLEY & TOSI,
SWEENEY, SHIRLEY & TOSI,
SWEET WATER TRUST
SWETT, HERBERT & MARY
SYSYN, DAVID A
SZCZURKO, DANIEL J &
SZUMASKE, JOSEPH T & FAY L
TAFT, JAYL.& IRENE K.
TARANTINO,GINO&
TARCZAL,BELA& JANICE V
TARR, JEFFREY A & ROBIN
TARR, JEFFREY A & ROBIN
TARR, JEFFREY A & ROBIN
TARR, JEFFREY A & ROBIN
TAYLOR, DON ALDV
TAYLOR, JAMES D & SUZANNE M
TAYLOR, TIMOTHY S & EUGENIA
TEDDER, JEAN ODELL;ETALS
TERRILL, JOHN W
TERRY, ROBERT D & LORRAINE D
THAYER, KEVIN R & GALE A
THERIAULT, IRENE B
THERIAULT, IRENES
THOMAS, EDWARD <k LINDA
THOMAS, EDWARD &. LINDA
THOMAS, LINDA M
THOMAS, LINDA M
THORNTON, ROLAND M & RUTH B
THURROTT, IRVING J &
TODD, RICHARD J
TOLE FAMILY TRUST
TOMEY, EDWARD J & GARDNER,
TOMPKINSON, RENE' H & ESTHER
TOMPKINSON, RENE' H & ESTHER
TOWNSEND, ROBERT L.&
TRACY, DOUGLAS H SR & PEGGY
TRAINA, RICHARD & MARGARET
TREELYN FOREST; % PRICE, T &
TREELYN FOREST; 96 PRICE, T &
1 51 -56& 37 / (iRCGH LOTS 23,24, BLCG5
n9-15/SLEmTB((A,BLCG
42G-52 / RT 1 23 LOT,MHpHECG
4I5-05/WF,CPUJT,BLI:G
1 02-065& 066 /WF,HLSS241 ;3240,BLCG
102-1 12& 1 15/ HL5LOr5 5288,5289
1 04- 1 1 & 404-02 / COOGE LAND,BLCG5
1 20-38 / HW PARCEL C,BLCGS
423-13/RT9UJT
101-015/HL3L0TS126
42 1 - 32 / B^KWNO OFFl 25
136-10/WF,TFDUDTM3
118-45&46/JLDU:T17
1 22-06 /'rt'HTY UDT 28B,BLCGS
1 1 3- 02 & 03 / W&.H LOTS 1 4, 1 3,BLCG3
113-04/W&HL0T12
11 3-05 /W&H LOT 11
1 13-09 /wf,w&hu:ti
1 02-028 & 029 / hl5 u3ts94;595,blcg
126-69/RT125U:T,BLCGS
418-53/MLEU3T11B5U1
1 02-053 /WF,HL5 UDTS71 ,BLDG
1 22- 32& 33 /WF, U:T 27,28,BLCG5
114-14/ WF,E&E U3T 5,BLCG
1 1 8-24/WKIY U3T 56,MH,SHED
113-31/CARRU3T12B
1 1 3-32 /CARR mr r2A,BLCG3
124-19&20/WF,l5UL0r312,13,BLCG
124-22/WF,l5UL0ri4
1 06-08 /HLD LOT 31 4,BLCGS




139-01 & 41 /WF,C'A^U3T3,BLCG
1 27-28& 29 /WF/»ND RD UDT5,BLCGS
104-14/WF;:y^RRU3T
104-15,16,20,21 /WFp^RR
1 1 9-26 /WFjJLD LOT 22,BLCG
1 1 5-57 /WF;5LE U3T 40,BLC«3
41 5- 1 6.4/WFjCGCP U3T 4,BLCG3
1 33-01 ,2,3,4,5;1 34- 44,45;1 36- 1 ,2,3,4;
133-11 /WF,TFDtJ0TO1
CUR U






95 PRICE, T &
% PRICE, T &
% PRICE, T &
95 PRICE. T&
TREMBINSKI,THEODORE & MARY
TREMBINSKl, THEODORE & MARY
TREMBINSKI, THEODORE & MARY
TREVBEA PRICE TRUST "I C/0
TREVBEA PRICE TRUST «1 C/0
TRUESDELL, MIRIAM C &
TSEN, MENG CHI & FRANCIS,
TURM AIL, JUDITH P
TURNER, CHARLES B & CAROL E
TURNER, KENNETH B, JR &. JOAN
TURNER, MICHAEL L & SOLVE IG
TURNER, MICHAEL L & SOLVE IG





TVING, ELIZABETH - ESTATE
UDE, ARTHUR H & LORRAINE M
UNBEKANT, DONALD E & M








VALE, JOSEPH B. & CHRISTY N.
VAN MALDEN, JOHN C & CAROL S
VAN SCHAICK, JOSEPH P &
VAUGHN, EDGAR L, JR.; ETALS
VAUGHN, EDGAR L, JR.: ETALS
VELKY, PAUL& ALICE





TAX MAP * / DESCRIPTION
l34-18/l?n23LAND
136-14/CRNRDRRN&TRLYNRDUJT
1 36- 1 5 / CRNR DR RN& TRLYN RD WX
1 36- 33& 35 / WF..TFD LOTS A 1 2.,B9
135-41 TO 43/TFDinrS(1/91NT)
1 35-48 / V/F.TFD UffT L3.,BLDG
135- 49 /BEACH (1/9 1 NT)
134-35/V/F.,RT123UJT




11 7-1 9 /SLE HIT 326






1 34- 25 /WF ,TFD LCfTl 8A ( ROW)
1 34-26 /WF.TFD LDTI7A (WM)
418-87/MLELflT12B4U2
1 19-31 /WF,JLD LOT 18.,BL[CS
1 1 5-53 / WF.3LE UCfT 46.,BLDGS
103-03/WF.ATKLOTII
133-22 /WF..TFDLCJrFl
1 02- 035 TO 038 / HLS S 1 1 -S 1 04,BL[.'G3
126-34/0ARUDT..BLDG
130-01 /RT 123 LAND.BLDGS
420-09/LCrrOFFRT9.,BLDG
1 1 3-42 / WF.iCARR LCTT 1 4, BLCGS
420-08/RT91AND
1 20-1 4.4/ B/P LOT 30.2
1 21 -02 /WF.t^NNTRK 1..BLDG
1 1 5-58 /WF SLE LOT 38/39..BLDG
1 05-35 /WF.HL LOT..BLDG
1 05-37 & 38 /WF.CARR [¥»RC 1 & 11
110-41 /SLE LOT 24
11 0-42 /SLE LOT 23
11 0-43 /SLE LOT 22
129-10/RT123LOT.,BLDGS
n9-09/HLDU:(T84*..BLDG
1 34-30 /WF ,TFD LOT I4..BLDG
CUR U
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OVHER OF RFCflRD
VIGNEAU, CLARENCE V
V IT ALE, CHRISTINE M, MARK (Ji
V IT ALE, CHRISTINE M, MARK &
VOLBERG, ANGELA M
VOLBERG, PETER H
VON SNEIDERN, PETER &
WAGNER, DARRELL A &. JOAN A,
VAGNER.DARRELLA&JOANA;
WAGNER, JOAN A;ETALS
WALKER, EDWIN M &. NORMA V
WALKER, EDWIN M &. NORMA V
WALKER, KENNETH H & EDNA B,
WALLACE, EDWARD R. & RONALD
WALLACE, EDWARD R & RONALD
WALLACE, JULIA M
WALLACE, RICHARD E & JEAN M
WALLACE, RICHARD E & JEAN M
WALLACE, RONALD A. &
WALLACE, WILLIAM K
W ALLWORK, CRAIG R
WALTHER, MARGARET JOANNE;
WARD, FRED & PASTORIZA,
WARNER, ROBERT J & SUSAN L
WASHUTA FAMILY TRUST
WASHUTA, JOHN R& DIANE
WASLEY, RICHARD S & BARBARA
W ATKINS, DONALD L & EILEEN B
WATSON, EARL W & PAULINE N
WATSON, EARL W &. PAULINE N
WATSON, JOHN P
WATT, CHARLES R & SHARON
WATT, CHARLES R & SHARON
WEAVER, DOROTHY E & WALLACE
WEAVER, WALLACE R&
WEAVER, WALLACE R&
WEBBER, GLENN & TAMARA
WEBER, MICHAEL A.
WEEMS, GERALD L & MARJORIE
WEGIEL, HENRY W & MARY S
WELCH, EDNA F & HOPKINS, FRED
WELCH, EDNA F &. HOPKINS, FRED
WELCH, EDNA F & HOPKINS, FRED
WELCH, EDNA F 3i HOPKINS, FRED
TAX MAP » / DESCRIPTIOH
415-19/WF^":PUDT,BLrc
n5-54/WF,HL0U:Tt16A




1 24-36 / WF, KIMBALL ISLD,BU3S
124-37/WF,ISLji,N0
1 24- 33 / •A''F,L3U LOT 22 ,BLCG
1 36- 1 6 & 1 9 / VYF.TFD UJTo A3/^4,BLa3
1 36-24/ V/F,TFO U3rA8,BLCG5
1 25- 1 8 /WF,WLKR RD U3T,BLC.G5
105-11 /'vVF,HL LOT
106-21 /wf,hldu:t,bldg
420- 1 4/ RT 9 LAND
105-15/WF,HLU:T,BLCG3
105-18/HLmT
1 04- 22 &23 / V/Fp^tRR LOT^ 1 ,2,BLCG5




108-21 /HL0U:T 25 1,BLCG




102-061 & 062 /WF,HLSS245;3244,BLCG
1 02- 1 1 4& 1 1 5 / HLS L0T?S290,S291
1
01 -072«^ 073 /V/F,HLSS51 ,S52,BLCG3
418-1 10 /MLEU3T8B2U2
418-111/ MLE LOT 7B2U2,("1H
408-27/RTE125LDT,BLCG
130-10/WFjDFRmT











TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OVHER OF RECORD TAX MAP « / DESCRIPTION
WELCH, EDN A F & HOPKINS, FRED 41 6-07 / BACKLAND
WELLS, GLYNN C & PATRICIA J




WERNINGER, RALPH L & MARCIA
WEST, ELIJAH J
WESTON, WILLIAM, JR
WETMORE, GEORGIA T &
WHEELER, JOHN L
WHEELER, RICHARD K & THEO C
WHELIHAN, AUSTIN R.B.
WHITCONB, ARTHUR CONST CO,
WHITCOMB, ARTHUR CONST CO,
WHITE, BARRIE, JR C/O JOHN S.
WHITE, BARRIE, JR C/O JOHN S.
WHITE, BARRIE, JR C/O JOHN S.
WHITE, OUENTIN&RITTA
WHITE, REGINALD A & HAZEL L
WHITE, TIMOTHY & CHVATAL,
WHITNEY, DONALD A, JR &
WHITNEY, DONALD A, JR &
WHITNEY, RICHARD & SHERMAN
WHITTEN, JANE A.
WHITTLE, MARY AGNES
WICHLAND, JOHN F & DAVID P
WICHLAND, JOHN F & DAVID P
VIERENGA, RUTH C.
VILCZAK, JOHN J. & VIVIAN S.
WILDER, ALDEN E & ELIZABETH I
WILLARD, WILLIAM H





WILLIAMS, MARK & NINA
WILLIAMS, RODNEY
WILLIAMS, RODNEY & GARNETT,
135-30&31 /WF,TFDlJCfTSK6,K7,BL[)G
421-02/GRAYUJT2,BLIXS




421 -29 / BACKLANDOFF RT 1 23
421-30/&tKLAND0FF123
1 37-03 /WF,RT 9R LOT.BLDG
1 38- 28& 29 / WF.J3L lirr,BLCGS











1 03- 1 /•VVF,HLS UCfT S504,BLDGS
405- 1 .2 / LAND OFF CWLET DR,BLDGS
129-14.1 /RT 123 LOT,BLDGS
1 27- 23 / WF.AND RD lJCfr,BLDGS
137-04/WF,RT 9JSL LCfT,BLDGS
1 37-05 /WF.]GL*^ESS UCfT
124-23/WF,LSUUCfn5,BLDG
126-35/CftRUCfT,BLDGS
1 02-052 /WF,HUS lJ[fTS70,BLDG
413-05/CftRlAND,BLDG
137-88/RT9UCfT,BLDGS
137-1 4/ WFJGL ACCESS LOT
137-1 5 /WFJDL ACCESS UOT
423-1 6 /S0LJTH5T UCfT
125-21 /WF,HLPENNI^6UlA
422- 27 28& 29 / SOUTH ST LD, BLDGS
420- 22 / OKCR LAND, BLDGS
421-11.1 /RT 1 23 UCfT,BLDGS
WILLIAMS, THURSTON V, ESTATE 403-03/W/SHL(1/2M)
WILLIAMS, THURSTON V, ESTATE 403-05 /lAND-S/SWASHINGfTONTL
VILLISTON , HAMLIN L & 112-11 /WF.J0NES1SLD,BLDGS
TOWN OF STODDARD ¥ALUAT!O.H AND TAXES
OVHER OF RECORD
VILLISTON, HAMLIN L&
WILSON, CRAIG F & SUSAN B
VILSON, HENRY
WILSON, HENRY
WILSON, JAMES D & MARY ANN
WILSON, JAMES D &. MARY ANN
WILSON, RICHARD F,JR&
WILSON, RICHARD F& MONE,
WIXON, BRUCE C & JOYCE A
WOISLAW, WILLIAM A & LINDA L
WO ISLAW, WILLIAM A &. LINDA L
WOLLAEGER, TIMOTHY J &
WOLLAEGER, TIMOTHY J &
WOLLAEGER, TIMOTHY J &
WOLLAEGER, TIMOTHY J &.
WOOD, FRANCES M, TRUSTEE
WOOD, FRANCES M, TRUSTEE
WOOD, FRANCES M, TRUSTEE
WOOD, JAMES C & MARTHA C
WOOD, RITA A
WOODBURY, JOHN H, III <k
WOODS, DORIS H
WOODS, ROBERT P & CHERYL L
WOODS, ROBERT P & CHERYL L
WOODS, TESSIED.







WRIGHT, MICHAEL H & OLSON,
WRIGHT, ROBERTS. FEDAC
WYMAN, MARTHA J & BAILEY
YANKOVICH, DON; TRUSTEE FOR
YOCONO, THOMAS F, JR & AGNES
YOCONO, THOMAS F, JR & AGNES
YOCONO, THOMAS F,SR
YORK, CURTIS & KATHLEEN
YOUNG, KENNETH F. A NEWTON,
YOUNG, RUSSELL A
EAFFINO.SALVATORED.
TAX MAP » / DESCRIPTION
112-12 / WF,SNDR3 TRK 2,BL[CS
I03-02/WF/,TKmT1,BLrc
41 8-1 02 /MLEU3T4B5U2
418-1G3/MLEU3T5B3U2
1 1 - 088 TO 090 / WF.HLS S206-S208,BLCG
1 1 - 1 1 4& 1 1 5 / HLS U:T5 S307;5308
114-10/SHRmT
1 05- 46 / LTBY LOT L 1 7, BLCGS
137-45&61 /WFJGLUDT,BLCGS
1 1 3-23& 28 /CARR UJT5 1 X\D,BLiX;







1 35-27 /WF,TFD LOT KB.BLCGS


















1 58- 25& 52 / WFi3L U:T,BLDGS
423- 05 / BACKWND OFF r(5R
1 58- 55 /SPRCLO UDT 4,BLDGS





TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
CUR U
OVHER OF RECORD TAX MAP • / DESCRIPTION ACRES ACRES
SAJAC, ROBERT 126-05/WF,L'Bl£fT,BLtG3 0.5
ZEAMANS, ROBERT H& 403-02 / Ml NtrjrrSUIWEY ( 1 /5 INT) 76.2
ZELLER, ANN B. 1 26- 1 6 / RT 1 23 LOT 0.4
ZELLER .. ANN B
.
1 26- 1 7 / l?T 1 23 UJT.,BLDGS 1.5
ZIARNOVSKI,, DAVID M&LINDA 424-08/ ARKWD LOT 11 5.8
ZINN,. FREDERICK A, 125-01 /SHRLCfT.BLCGS 1.7
ZINN.. FREDERICK A 1 25-09 /Vv'F.,HL LOT.BLtGS 1.8
ZSCHAU, LEO F& ELIZABETH M 102-060 /WF.HLS LOT S246,BLCGS 0.4
TOTAL
VALUE
ABBREVIATIONS USED IN PROPERTY DESCRIPTIONS:
DEVELOPMFNTS
ATK
NOTES
150
NOTES
151
NOTES
152


